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DECLARATION OF TAREK H. ZOHDY

1
2

I, Tarek H. Zohdy, hereby declare:

3

1.

I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before the courts of the

4

State of California and the United States District Court, Central District of California. I

5

am also a Senior Counsel at Capstone Law APC (“Capstone”), counsel of record for

6

Plaintiffs in the above-captioned action. Unless the context indicates otherwise, I have

7

personal knowledge of the facts stated in this declaration. I make this declaration in

8

support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Final Approval of Class Action Settlement.
OVERVIEW OF THE LITIGATION AND SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

9
10

2.

Plaintiffs Nicholas and Shawna Wylie filed this action on November 22,

11

2016. As a result of several meetings regarding Defendant’s anticipated motion to

12

dismiss and the prospect of amending the complaint, the Parties agreed to participate in

13

an early mediation. On March 15, 2017, the Court issued an order staying proceedings

14

pending mediation. On May 1, 2017, the Parties participated in a mediation with the

15

Hon. Russell Bostrom (Ret.) of Judicate West. The Parties were unable to settle at

16

mediation, but agreed to revisit their settlement negotiations as the litigation resumed.

17

3.

Plaintiffs filed their First Amended Complaint on September 12, 2017,

18

adding Timothy Ryan and Gregory Perger as additional named plaintiffs. On November

19

27, 2017, the Parties participated in another mediation with Judge Bostrom. Although

20

the Parties were able to close the gap between their respective positions, they were still

21

unable to settle.

22

4.

On January 26, 2018, Hyundai filed its Answer to Plaintiffs’ First

23

Amended Complaint. The Parties thereafter exchanged significant formal discovery and

24

evidence, and eventually agreed to participate in a third mediation on May 30, 2018, this

25

time before the Hon. Howard B. Wiener (Ret.). Although the Parties did not settle at the

26

third mediation, with Justice Wiener’s continuing guidance and months of continued

27

negotiations, the Parties were eventually able to negotiate a complete settlement of the

28

claims at issue. The settlement is set forth in complete and final form in the Settlement
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1

Agreement.
PLAINTIFFS THOROUGHLY INVESTIGATED THE CLAIMS AND DEFENSES AND

2
3
4

MADE CAREFUL USE OF DOCUMENTS AND EVIDENCE PRODUCED BY HYUNDAI
5.

Both before and after the action was filed, Plaintiffs thoroughly

5

investigated and researched their claims, which allowed Plaintiffs’ Counsel to better

6

evaluate Hyundai’s representations and omissions concerning the functionality of the

7

DCTs. Among other tasks, Plaintiffs fielded in excess of a thousand inquiries from

8

putative Class Members and investigated many of their reported claims. They consulted

9

and retained expert Susan Thompson, PA/CFF Hemming Morse, LLP, Certified Public

10

Accountants, to assist them in quantifying the value of the benefits conferred by the

11

settlement.

12

6.

Plaintiffs also researched publicly available materials and information

13

provided by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (“NHTSA”)

14

concerning consumer complaints about the DCTs. They reviewed and researched

15

consumer complaints and discussions of DCT-related problems in articles and forums

16

online, in addition to various manuals and technical service bulletins (“TSBs”)

17

discussing the alleged defect. Id. Finally, they conducted research into the various causes

18

of actions and other similar automotive actions.

19

7.

In response to Plaintiffs’ written discovery efforts, Plaintiffs received over

20

two hundred thousand pages of documents, including spreadsheets with thousands of

21

rows of data, owners’ manuals, maintenance and warranty manuals, internal Hyundai

22

investigation reports, TSBs, field reports, warranty data, etc. All of this information was

23

thoroughly and meticulously reviewed by Class Counsel.

24

8.

In addition to written discovery, Plaintiffs took the depositions of

25

Hyundai’s corporate representatives: Wayne Gates (Director of the Hyundai United

26

States Safety Office), Gregory Webster (Senior Group Manager of the Engineering

27

Design and Analysis Department), and Sandy Zielomski (Senior Group Manager for

28

Customer Claims).
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1

9.

In reviewing the above discovery, evidence, and testimony, Plaintiffs

2

identified information that was instrumental to the case and to Plaintiffs’ efforts during

3

mediation. Finally, over the course of litigation, Plaintiffs responded to over a thousand

4

Class Members who contacted Plaintiffs’ Counsel to report problems with their Class

5

Vehicles and seek relief. Plaintiffs’ Counsel also conducted detailed interviews with

6

Class Members regarding their pre-purchase research, their purchasing decisions, and

7

their repair histories, and developed a plan for litigation and settlement based in part on

8

Class Members’ reported experiences with their Class Vehicles and with Hyundai

9

dealers.
QUALIFICATIONS TO SERVE AS CLASS COUNSEL

10
11

10.

Based on information and belief, Capstone is one of California’s largest

12

plaintiff-only labor and consumer law firms. With over twenty seasoned attorneys,

13

Capstone has the experience, resources, and expertise to successfully prosecute complex

14

employment and consumer actions.

15

11.

Short biographies summarizing my experience and that of other attorneys

16

at Capstone are set forth in the firm resume attached as Exhibit 1. Also set forth in the

17

firm resume are Capstone’s accomplishments since its creation in 2012.

18

12.

One of the largest California firms to prosecute aggregate actions on a

19

wholly contingent basis, Capstone, as lead or co-lead counsel, has obtained final

20

approval of scores of class actions valued at over $200 million dollars. Recognized for

21

its active class action practice and cutting-edge appellate work, Capstone’s recent

22

accomplishments have included three of its attorneys being honored as California

23

Lawyer’s Attorneys of the Year (“CLAY”) in the employment practice area for 2014 for

24

their work in the landmark case Iskanian v. CLS Transportation Los Angeles, 59 Cal. 4th

25

348 (2014).

26

13.

Capstone has an established practice in automotive defect class actions and

27

has negotiated numerous class action settlements providing relief to owners/lessees the

28

last several years. See Granillo v. FCA US LLC, No. 3:16-cv-00153-FLW-DEA (D.
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1

N.J. Aug. 27, 2019) (finally approving class action settlement alleging transmission

2

defects in class vehicles); Falco v. Nissan N. Am. Inc., No. 13-00686-DDP (C.D. Cal.

3

July 16, 2018), Dkt. No. 341 (finally approving settlement after certifying class alleging

4

timing chain defect on contested motion); Vargas v. Ford Motor Co., No. CV12-08388

5

AB (FFMX), 2017 WL 4766677 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 18, 2017) (class action settlement

6

involving transmission defects for 1.8 million class vehicles; final approval pending);

7

Batista v. Nissan N.Am., Inc., No. 14-24728-RNS (S.D. Fla. June 29, 2017), Dkt. 191

8

(finally approving class action settlement alleging CVT defect); Chan v. Porsche Cars

9

N.A., Inc., No. No. 15-02106-CCC (D. N.J. Oct. 6, 2017), Dkt. 65 (finally approving

10

class action settlement involving alleged windshield glare defect); Klee v. Nissan N. Am.,

11

Inc., No. 12-08238-AWT, 2015 WL 4538426, at *1 (C.D. Cal. July 7, 2015) (settlement

12

involving allegations that Nissan Leaf’s driving range, based on the battery capacity, was

13

lower than was represented by Nissan); Asghari v. Volkswagen Group of America, Inc.,

14

Case No. 13-cv-02529-MMM-VBK, 2015 WL 12732462 (C.D. Cal. May 29, 2015)

15

(class action settlement providing repairs and reimbursement for oil consumption

16

problem in certain Audi vehicles); Aarons v. BMW of N. Am., LLC, No. CV 11-7667

17

PSG, 2014 WL 4090564 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 29, 2014), objections overruled, No. CV 11-

18

7667 PSG CWX, 2014 WL 4090512 (C.D. Cal. June 20, 2014) (C.D. Cal.) (class action

19

settlement providing up to $4,100 for repairs and reimbursement of transmission defect

20

in certain BMW vehicles).

21
22

CLASS RESPONSE TO THE NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
14.

The Notice of Pendency of Class Action Settlement directed Class

23

Members to submit Requests for Exclusions and Objections to Class Counsel and

24

Defense Counsel.

25

15.

Class Counsel have received 150 Requests for Exclusion. The Class

26

Members who submitted Requests for Exclusion are identified in Exhibit 2 to this

27

declaration.

28

16.

Class Counsel have received 19 Objections to the Settlement. The Class
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1

Members who lodged Objections (“Objectors”) are identified in Exhibit 3 to this

2

declaration, and their Objections are attached. I personally spoke with many of the

3

Objectors, whose objections appeared to be based on either an incomplete

4

understanding, or misunderstanding, of the Settlement’s terms and the remedies offered.

5

After I clarified the Settlement’s terms, and advised them on how to obtain the remedies

6

provided by the Settlement, a total of 9 Objectors advised me in writing (via email) that

7

they wished to withdraw their Objections to the Settlement. Accordingly, only 10

8

Objectors remain:

9

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Class Member
Philip Chaffin
Rebecca Jane Farr
Janice Finley
Katrina Harden
Nancy R. Hazlett
Terry L. Kelly
Ron LeClair
Anthony Mandra
John McCormack
Christine Melville
Linda Sue Parkis
Audie & Ecco Price
Mahfuzur Rahman
Jeffrey M. Reutter
Brian Roffe
Nicole Shruhun
Tamal Sikder
Gerald White
Daniel Williams

Objection

Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn

23
24

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America

25

that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 23rd day of January, 2020, at Los

26

Angeles, California.

27
28

Tarek H. Zohdy
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FIRM PROFILE
Capstone Law APC is one of California’s largest plaintiff-only labor and consumer law firms. With over
twenty-five seasoned attorneys, many formerly with prominent class action or defense firms, Capstone has
the experience, resources, and expertise to successfully prosecute complex employment and consumer
actions.
Since its founding in 2012, Capstone has emerged as a major force in aggregate litigation, making law on
cutting-edge issues and obtaining over a hundred million dollars in recovery for employees and consumers:


Capstone has made important contributions to consumer protection law. In McGill v. Citibank N.A.,
2 Cal. 5th 945 (2017), Capstone represented plaintiffs in a major decision holding that the right to
seek public injunctive relief under the state’s consumer protection laws cannot be waived and that
consumers need not satisfy class certification requirements to enjoin unfair business practices on
behalf of the public. In Nguyen v. Nissan N.A., 726 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2019), Capstone attorneys
reversed a denial of class certification, making law that clarified the use of “benefit of the bargain”
damages models in consumer class actions.



In February 2015, Capstone attorneys Raul Perez and Ryan H. Wu were honored with the California
Lawyer Attorney of the Year (CLAY) award in labor and employment for their work in the landmark
case Iskanian v. CLS Transportation Los Angeles, 59 Cal.4th 348 (2014), which preserved the right of
California workers to bring representative actions under the Labor Code Private Attorneys General
Act (“PAGA”) notwithstanding a representative action waiver in an arbitration agreement.



Recognized as a leading firm in the prosecution of PAGA enforcement actions, Capstone is
responsible for some of the most important decisions in this area. In Williams v. Superior Court
(Marshalls of Calif.), 3 Cal.5th 531 (2017), Capstone attorneys achieved a watershed decision before the
California Supreme Court as to the broad scope of discovery in PAGA actions. In Baumann v. Chase
Inv. Servs. Corp, 747 F.3d 1117 (9th Cir. 2014), a case of first impression, Capstone successfully argued
that PAGA actions are state enforcement actions not covered by the Class Action Fairness Act.



Capstone has an established practice in automotive defect class actions and is currently appointed
sole class counsel, following contested class certification, in Victorino v. FCA US, LLC, No. 16-1617GPC, 2019 WL 5268670 (S.D. Cal. Oct. 17, 2019) and Salas v. Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc., No. 158629-FMO, 2019 WL 1940619 (C.D. Cal. Mar. 27, 2019). Capstone has negotiated numerous class
action settlements providing relief to owners/lessees the last five years. See Granillo v. FCA US LLC,
No. 16-00153-FLW (D. N.J. Feb. 12, 2019); Morishige v. Mazda Motor of Am., Inc., No. BC595280 (Los
Angeles Sup. Ct. Aug. 20, 2019); Falco v. Nissan N. Am. Inc., No. 13-00686-DDP (C.D. Cal. July 16,
2018), Dkt. No. 341 (finally approving settlement after certifying class alleging timing chain defect on
contested motion); Vargas v. Ford Motor Co., No. CV12-08388 AB (FFMX), 2017 WL 4766677 (C.D.
Cal. Oct. 18, 2017) (class action settlement involving transmission defects for 1.8 million class
vehicles; final approval pending); Batista v. Nissan N. Am., Inc., No. 14-24728-RNS (S.D. Fla. June 29,
2017), Dkt. 191 (finally approving class action settlement alleging CVT defect); Chan v. Porsche Cars
N.A., Inc., No. No. 15-02106-CCC (D. N.J. Oct. 6, 2017), Dkt. 65 (finally approving class action
settlement involving alleged windshield glare defect); Klee v. Nissan N. Am., Inc., No. 12-08238-AWT,
2015 WL 4538426, at *1 (C.D. Cal. July 7, 2015) (settlement involving allegations that Nissan Leaf’s
1
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driving range, based on the battery capacity, was lower than was represented by Nissan); Asghari v.
Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., Case No. 13-cv-02529-MMM-VBK, 2015 WL 12732462 (C.D. Cal.
May 29, 2015) (class action settlement providing repairs and reimbursement for oil consumption
problem in certain Audi vehicles); Aarons v. BMW of N. Am., LLC, No. CV 11-7667 PSG, 2014 WL
4090564 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 29, 2014), objections overruled, No. CV 11-7667 PSG CWX, 2014 WL
4090512 (C.D. Cal. June 20, 2014) (C.D. Cal.) (class action settlement providing up to $4,100 for
repairs and reimbursement of transmission defect in certain BMW vehicles).


Capstone has served as class counsel in a number of significant consumer class actions, providing
relief and protection to consumers from deceptive and unlawful business practices, data breaches,
and deceptive and false advertising by large corporations and manufacturers. These cases include
Aceves v. AutoZone, Inc., No. 14-2032 (C.D. Cal.); Fernandez v. Home Depot U.S.A., No. 13-648 (C.D.
Cal.); Livingston v. MiTAC, No. 18-05993 (N.D. Cal.).



Capstone served as class counsel in a number of significant wage and hour settlements, including $12
million on behalf of a nationwide class of in Hightower v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, Case No. 11-01802
(C.D. Cal.), over $10 million on behalf of non-exempt hourly workers in Zamora v. Balboa Life &
Casualty LLC, Case No. BC360026 (L.A. Super. Ct.); and $9 million on behalf of pharmacists in
Dittmar v. Costco Wholesale Corp., No. 14-1156 (S.D. Cal.). In Vorise v. 24 Hour Fitness USA, Inc., No. C
15-02051 (Contra Costa Super. Ct.), Capstone and co-counsel negotiated an $11 million PAGA
settlement on behalf of over 36,000 employees for Labor Code violations.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT SETTLEMENTS
Since its founding, Capstone has settled over 100 high-stakes class and representative actions totaling well
over $200 million dollars. Capstone’s settlements have directly compensated hundreds of thousands of
California workers and consumers. Capstone’s actions have also forced employers to modify their policies
for the benefit of employees, including changing the compensation structure for commissioned employees
and changing practices to ensure that workers will be able to take timely rest and meal breaks. A leader in
prosecuting PAGA enforcement actions, Capstone has secured millions of dollars in civil penalties for the
State of California.
The following is a representative sample of Capstone’s settlements:







Vargas v. Ford Motor Co., 12-08388-AB (C.D. Cal.): providing cash payments and unique buyback
program for nearly 2 million consumers valued at well over $100 million;
Hightower et al v. Washington Mutual Bank, No. 2:11-cv-01802-PSG-PLA (N.D. Cal.): gross settlement
of $12 million on behalf of approximately 150,000 personal bankers, tellers, sales associates, and
assistant branch manager trainees for wage and hour violations;
Moore v. Petsmart, Inc., No. 5:12-cv-03577-EJD (N.D. Cal.): gross settlement of $10 million on behalf
of over 19,000 non-exempt PetSmart employees for wage and hour violations;
Dittmar v. Costco Wholesale Corp., No. 14-1156 (S.D. Cal.): gross settlement of $9 million on behalf of
approximately 1,200 pharmacists for wage and hour violations;
Perrin v. Nabors Well Services Co., No. 56-2007-00288718 (Ventura Super. Ct.): gross settlement of over
$6.5 million on behalf of oil rig workers for sleep time and other wage violations;
2
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Cook v. United Insurance Co., No. C 10-00425 (Contra Costa Super. Ct.): gross settlement of $5.7
million on behalf of approximately 650 sales representatives;
Alvarez v. MAC Cosmetics, Inc., No. CIVDS1513177 (San Bernardino Super. Ct.): gross settlement of
$5.5 million for approximately 5,500 non-exempt employees.
Aceves v. AutoZone, Inc., No. 14-2032 (C.D. Cal.): gross settlement of $5.4 million in a case alleging
FCRA violations;
Berry v. Urban Outfitters Wholesale, Inc., No. 13-02628 (N.D. Cal.): gross settlement of $5 million on
behalf of over 12,000 nonexempt employees;
The Children’s Place Retail Stores Wage & Hour Cases, No. JCCP 4790: gross settlement of $5 million on
behalf of 15,000 nonexempt employees;
York v. Starbucks Corp., Case No. 08-07919 (C.D. Cal.): gross settlement of nearly $5 million on behalf
of over 100,000 non-exempt workers for meal break and wage statement claims;
Rodriguez v. Swissport USA, No. BC 441173 (Los Angeles Super. Ct.): gross settlement of nearly $5
million on behalf of 2,700 non-exempt employees following contested certification;
Asghari v. Volkswagen Group of North America, Case No. 13-02529 (C.D. Cal.): Settlement providing
complementary repairs of oil consumption defect, reimbursement for repairs, and extended warranty
coverage of certain Audi vehicles valued at over $20 million;
Klee v. Nissan of North America, Case No. 12-08238 (C.D. Cal.): Settlement providing complimentary
electric vehicle charging cards and extending warranty coverage for the electric battery on the Nissan
Leaf valued at over $10 million.

PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHIES
Partners
U

Rebecca Labat. Rebecca Labat is co-managing partner of Capstone Law APC, supervising the litigation for
all of the firm’s cases. She also manages the firm’s co-counsel relationships and assists the firm’s other
partners and senior counsel with case management and litigation strategy. Under Ms. Labat’s leadership,
Capstone has successfully settled over 100 cases, delivering hundreds millions of dollars to California
employees and consumers while earning statewide recognition for its cutting-edge work in developing new
law.
U

U

Ms. Labat’s career accomplishments representing consumers and employees in class actions include the
certification of a class of approximately 3,200 current and former automobile technicians and shop employees
for the miscalculation of the regular rate for purposes of paying premiums for missed meal and rest breaks.
Before her work representing plaintiffs in class and representative actions, Ms. Labat was an attorney with
Wilson Elser and represented life, health, and disability insurers in litigation throughout California in both
state and federal courts. She graduated from the University of California, Hastings College of the Law in
2002, where she was a member of the Hastings Civil Justice Clinic, served as a mediator in Small Claims
Court for the City and County of San Francisco, and received the CALI Award for Excellence in Alternative
Dispute Resolution. She received her undergraduate degree from the University of California, Los Angeles.
Ms. Labat is a member of the National Employment Lawyers Association (NELA), the Consumer Attorneys
Association of Los Angeles (CAALA), and the Beverly Hills Bar Association.
3
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Raul Perez. Raul Perez is co-managing partner at Capstone, and has focused exclusively on wage and hour
and consumer class litigation since 2011. Mr. Perez is the lead negotiator on numerous large settlements that
have resulted in hundreds of millions to low-wage workers across California, including many of the most
valuable settlements reached by Capstone.
U

U

During his career, Mr. Perez has successfully certified by way of contested motion and/or been appointed
Lead Counsel or Interim Lead Counsel in several cases, including: Lopes v. Kohl’s Department Stores, Inc., Case
No. RG08380189 (Alameda Super. Ct.); Hightower v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, Case No. 11-01802 (C.D. Cal.);
Tameifuna v. Sunrise Senior Living Managements, Inc., Case No. 13-02171 (C.D. Cal.) (certified class of over 10,000
hourly-paid employees); and Berry v. Urban Outfitters Wholesale, Inc., Case No. 13-02628 (N.D. Cal.) (appointed
lead counsel in a class action involving over 10,000 non-exempt employees). As the lead trial attorney in
Iskanian v. CLS Transportation Los Angeles, 59 Cal. 4th 348 (2014), Mr. Perez, along with Mr. Wu, received the
2015 CLAY Award in labor and employment.
P

P

Mr. Perez received both his undergraduate degree and his law degree from Harvard University and was
admitted to the California Bar in December 1994. Earlier in his career, Mr. Perez handled a variety of
complex litigation matters, including wrongful termination and other employment related actions, for
corporate clients while employed by some of the more established law firms in the State of California,
including Morgan, Lewis & Bockius; Manatt Phelps & Phillips; and Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld.
Before Capstone, Mr. Perez was a partner at another large plaintiff’s firm, helping to deliver millions of
dollars in relief to California workers.
Melissa Grant. Melissa Grant is a partner at Capstone. Ms. Grant is responsible for litigating many of the
firm’s most contentious and high-stakes class actions. The author of numerous successful motions for class
certification, Ms. Grant is the lead or co-lead attorney on multiplied certified class actions currently on track
for trial, representing over 140,000 California employees in pursuing their wage and hour claims. She is also at
the forefront in developing the law on PAGA, including administrative exhaustion, standing, the nature of
PAGA violations, the scope of discovery, and trials.
U

U

Prior to joining Capstone, Ms. Grant worked at the Securities and Exchange Commission as a staff attorney
in the Enforcement Division, investigating ongoing violations of federal securities regulations and statutes
and for Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP, where she was an associate on the trial team that
prosecuted the Mattel v. Bratz case. Ms. Grant began her legal career as a law clerk to the Honorable Harry
Pregerson, Justice of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals before joining Sidley & Austin as an associate. She
graduated from Southwestern Law School in 1999, where she served as editor-in-chief of the Law Review,
and graduated summa cum laude and first in her class. Ms. Grant earned her undergraduate degree from
Cornell University, where she received the JFK Public Service Award and the Outstanding Senior Award.
Her published articles include: Battling for ERISA Benefits in the Ninth Circuit: Overcoming Abuse of Discretion
Review, 28 Sw. U. L. Rev. 93 (1998), and CLE Class Actions Conference (SF) CAFA: Early Decisions on
Commencement and Removal of Actions (2006).
Ryan H. Wu. Ryan H. Wu is a partner at Capstone and is primarily responsible for complex motion work
and supervising court approval of class action settlements. Mr. Wu handles many of the most challenging
legal issues facing Capstone’s clients, including the scope and operation of PAGA, contested attorneys’ fees
motions, responding to objectors, and high-impact appeals. Mr. Wu is responsible for the merits briefing in
McGill v. Citibank, N.A., 2 Cal. 5th 945 (2017), where the California Supreme Court unanimously held that
consumers’ right to pursue public injunctive relief cannot be impeded by a contractual waiver or class
U

4
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certification requirements. He briefed the closely-watched Williams v. Superior Court (Marshalls of CA LLC), 3
Cal.5th 531(2017), an important pro-employee ruling that broadened the scope of discovery in PAGA actions
and resolved a longstanding conflict regarding third-party constitutional privacy rights. He also authored the
briefs in Baumann v. Chase Inv. Servs. Corp, 747 F.3d 1117 (9th Cir. 2014), where, on an issue of first
impression, the Ninth Circuit sided with Plaintiffs in holding that PAGA actions are state enforcement
actions not covered by the CAFA. In February 2015, Mr. Wu, along with Mr. Perez, received the prestigious
CLAY award for his successful appellate work, including briefing to the California Supreme Court, in
Iskanian. Mr. Wu recently achieved an important consumer victory in Nguyen v. Nissan N.A., 932 F.3d 811 (9th
Cir. 2019), which clarified the use of “benefit of the bargain” damages models in consumer class actions.
Mr. Wu graduated from the University of Michigan Law School in 2001, where he was an associate editor of
the Michigan Journal of Law Reform and contributor to the law school newspaper. He received his
undergraduate degree in political science with honors from the University of California, Berkeley. He began
his career litigating international commercial disputes and commercial actions governed by the Uniform
Commercial Code. Mr. Wu is co-author of “Williams v. Superior Court: Employees’ Perspective” and “Iskanian v.
CLS Transportation: Employees’ Perspective,” both published in the California Labor & Employment Law Review.
Robert Drexler. Robert Drexler is a partner with Capstone Law where he leads one of the firm’s litigation
teams prosecuting wage-and-hour class actions. He has more than 25 years of experience representing clients
in wage-and-hour and consumer rights class actions and other complex litigation in state and federal courts.
Over the course of his career, Mr. Drexler has successfully certified dozens of employee classes for claims
such as misclassification, meal and rest breaks, and off-the-clock work, ultimately resulting in multi-million
dollar settlements. He has also arbitrated and tried wage-and-hour and complex insurance cases. Mr. Drexler
has been selected as one of Southern California’s “Super Lawyers” every year from 2009 through 2015.
U

Before joining Capstone, Mr. Drexler was head of the Class Action Work Group at Khorrami Boucher, LLP
and led the class action team at The Quisenberry Law Firm. Mr. Drexler graduated from Case Western
Reserve University School of Law, where he served as Managing Editor of the Case Western Reserve Law
Review and authored Defective Prosthetic Devices: Strict Tort Liability for the Hospital? 32 CASE W. RES.
L. REV. 929 (1982). He received his undergraduate degree in Finance at Ohio State University where he
graduated cum laude. Mr. Drexler is a member of Consumer Attorneys of California (CAOC) and Consumer
Attorneys of Los Angeles (CAALA). He has been a featured speaker at class action and employment
litigation seminars, and has published articles in CAOC’s Forum Magazine and The Daily Journal. Mr.
Drexler was named a “Super Lawyer” in 2017.
Jamie Greene. Jamie Greene is a partner at Capstone where she evaluates potential new cases, develops new
claims, and manages client relations. Well-versed in wage and hour law and federal and state consumer
protection statutes, Ms. Greene supervises the pre-litigation phase for all cases, including investigation,
analysis, and client consultation. Ms. Greene began her legal career at Makarem & Associates representing
clients in a wide array of cases ranging from wrongful death, insurance bad faith, employment, personal
injury, construction defect, consumer protection, and privacy law. She is a graduate of the University of
Southern California Gould School of Law and earned her bachelor’s degree from Scripps College in
Claremont, California. She is an active member of the Consumer Attorneys Association of Los Angeles
(CAALA), and the Beverly Hills, Los Angeles County, and Santa Monica Bar Associations.
U

U

U
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Theresa Carroll. Theresa Carroll is a senior counsel at Capstone Law. Her practice is devoted to the Appeals
& Complex Motions team, working on various settlement and approval projects.
U

U

Prior to joining Capstone, Ms. Carroll was an associate with Parker Stanbury, LLP, advising small business
owners on various employment matters and worked as an associate attorney for O’Donnell & Mandell
litigating employment discrimination and sexual harassment cases. In 1995, she graduated from Southwestern
University School of Law where she was on the trial advocacy team and was awarded the prestigious Trial
Advocate of the Year award sponsored by the American Board of Trial Advocates (ABOTA) for
Southwestern University School of Law. Ms. Carroll received her Bachelor of Science degree in speech with
an emphasis in theatre from Iowa State University.
Liana Carter. Liana Carter is senior counsel with Capstone Law APC, specializing in complex motions,
writs, and appeals. Her work on recent appeals has included reversing a denial of class certification decision
in Brown v. Cinemark USA, Inc., No. 16-15377, 2017 WL 6047613 (9th Cir. Dec. 7, 2017), affirming a denial of
a motion to compel arbitration in Jacoby v. Islands Rests., L.P., 2014 Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS 4366 (2014) and
reversal of a dismissal of class claims in Rivers v. Cedars-Sinai Med. Care Found., 2015 Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS
287 (Jan. 13, 2015). Ms. Carter was responsible for drafting the successful petition for review in McGill v.
Citibank N.A., as well as the petition for review and briefing on the merits in Williams v. Superior Court, 2017
WL 2980258. Ms. Carter also has extensive prior experience in overseeing settlement negotiations and
obtaining court approval of class action settlements.
U

U

Ms. Carter was admitted to the California bar in 1999 after graduating from the University of Southern
California Gould School of Law, where she was an Articles Editor on the board of the Southern California Law
Review. She received her undergraduate degree with honors from the University of California, Irvine.
Molly DeSario. Molly DeSario is a senior counsel with Capstone Law, specializing in employment class
action litigation. Ms. DeSerio’s practice focuses primarily on wage-and-hour class action and Private
Attorneys General Act litigation on behalf of employees for failure to pay overtime and minimum wages,
provide meal and rest breaks, and provide compensation for off-the-clock work. She has experience briefing
and arguing a multitude of dispositive motions in state and federal court and has successfully certified and
settled numerous classes for claims such as exempt misclassifications, unpaid wages, missed meal and rest
breaks, and unreimbursed business expenses.
U

U

Ms. DeSario began her career as a general practice litigation associate with Sandler & Mercer in Rockville,
Maryland, handling a wide range of civil and criminal matters. Since 2005, she has primarily litigated class
action cases and, for the last seven years, has focused on representing employees and consumers in class and
collective actions across California and the nation, helping them recover millions of dollars in unpaid wages,
restitution, and penalties. Molly graduated from Northeastern University School of Law in 2002. During law
school, she interned for the U.S Attorney’s Office in Boston, Massachusetts, and the Honorable Paul L.
Friedman at the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. She received her undergraduate degree in
Marketing and International Business from the University of Cincinnati, where she graduated summa cum
laude.
Robert Friedl. Robert Friedl is senior counsel at Capstone, where he devotes most of his time to the
briefing and litigation strategy of consumer protection cases. Mr. Friedl has over 20 years of experience
representing plaintiffs and defendants in consumer class actions, insurance coverage and defense,
employment law, and personal injury. His lengthy service as an appellate attorney has yielded several
U

U
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published cases, including successful outcomes in Goldstein v. Ralphs, 122 Cal. App. 4th 229 (2004), Morgan v.
AT&T, 177 Cal. App. 4th 1235 (2009), and Hecimovich v. Encinal School Parent Teacher Organization, 203 Cal.
App. 4th 450 (2012). At Capstone, Mr. Friedl was responsible for the appellate win in Grant v. Unifund CCR,
LLC, 577 Fed. Appx. 693 (9th Cir. 2014).
Prior to joining Capstone, Mr. Friedl was a partner at civil litigation boutique, where he handled the firm’s
most complex briefing. He is a graduate of the University of Connecticut, and received his law degree from
Southwestern School of Law, where he earned an American Jurisprudence Book Award.
Mark A. Ozzello. Mark A. Ozzello is a senior counsel with Capstone Law, where he leads the firm’s
consumer team. He is a nationally recognized and respected consumer and employment attorney who has
litigated those issues throughout the country. He has always been at the forefront of consumer rights, sitting
on the Board of Governors for the Consumer Attorneys of California and regularly appearing as a featured
speaker on consumer rights issues nationwide.
U

U

Mr. Ozzello is a former partner of Arias Ozzello & Gignac and, most recently, was Of Counsel to Markun
Zusman Freniere & Compton, LLP. In his capacity as a litigator, he has obtained results for his clients in
excess of $200 million dollars. Mark has also achieved consistent success in the California Courts of Appeal,
and several judicial opinions regularly cite to his matters as authority for class certification issues. He has also
argued appellate issues in several Circuit Courts of Appeals with great success. Mr. Ozzello attended
Pepperdine University School of Law where he was an Editor to the Law Review, publishing several articles
during his tenure in that capacity. He received his undergraduate degree from Georgetown University.
Mr. Ozzello has always strived to be an integral part of local communities. He has established educational
scholarship programs at several charitable organizations, including El Centro De Amistad in Los Angeles and
St. Bonaventure Indian Mission and School in Thoreau, New Mexico, and presides over a legal clinic in Los
Angeles which provides pro bono legal assistance to non-English speaking individuals.
Bevin Allen Pike. Bevin Allen Pike is a senior counsel with Capstone Law where she focuses primarily on
wage-and-hour class actions. Ms. Pike has spent her entire legal career representing employees and
consumers in wage-and-hour and consumer rights class actions. Over the course of her career, Ms. Pike has
successfully certified dozens of employee and consumer classes for claims such as meal and rest breaks,
unpaid overtime, off-the-clock work, and false advertising.
U

U

Before joining Capstone, Ms. Pike’s experience included class and representative action work on behalf of
employees and consumers at some of the leading plaintiffs’ firms in California. Ms. Pike graduated from
Loyola Law School, Los Angeles, where she was an Editor for the International and Comparative Law
Review. She received her undergraduate degree from the University of Southern California. Ms. Pike has
been selected as one of Southern California’s “Super Lawyers – Rising Stars” every year from 2012 through
2015.
Eduardo Santos. Eduardo Santos is a senior counsel at Capstone Law, concentrating his practice on
managing and obtaining court approval of many of Capstone’s wage-and-hour, consumer, and PAGA
settlements, from the initial contract drafting phase to motion practice, including contested motion practice
on attorneys’ fees. Over the course of his career, Mr. Santos has helped to secure court approval of over one
hundred high-stakes class and representative action settlements totaling over $100 million.
U

U
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Before joining Capstone, Mr. Santos began his career at a prominent plaintiff’s firm in Los Angeles
specializing in mass torts litigation, with a focus on complex pharmaceutical cases. Most notably, he was
involved in the national Vioxx settlement, which secured a total of $4.85 billion for thousands of individuals
with claims of injuries caused by taking Vioxx. Mr. Santos graduated from Loyola Law School, Los Angeles,
where he was a recipient of a full-tuition scholarship awarded in recognition of academic excellence. While in
law school, Mr. Santos served as an extern for the Honorable Thomas L. Willhite, Jr. of the California Court
of Appeal. He graduated magna cum laude from UCLA and was a recipient of the Ralph J. Bunche
Scholarship for academic achievement.
John Stobart. John Stobart is a senior counsel with Capstone Law. He focuses on appellate issues in state
and federal courts and contributes to the firm’s amicus curiae efforts to protect and expand the legal rights of
California employees and consumers. Mr. Stobart has significant appellate experience having drafted over two
dozen writs, appeals and petitions, and having argued before the Second, Fourth, and Fifth Districts of the
California Court of Appeal.
U

U

Prior to joining Capstone, Mr. Stobart was a law and motion attorney who defended against civil liability in
catastrophic injury and wrongful death cases brought against his clients, which included the railroad, public
schools, small businesses, and commercial and residential landowners. He has drafted and argued scores of
dispositive motions at the trial court level and had success in upholding judgments and verdicts on appeal. He
graduated cum laude from Thomas Jefferson School of Law where he was on the mock trial competition
team and earned his undergraduate degree from the Ohio State University.
Orlando Villalba. Orlando Villalba is a senior counsel at Capstone Law. His practice primarily involves
wage-and-hour class actions and PAGA litigation on behalf of employees for the failure to pay overtime and
minimum wages, failure to provide meal and rest breaks, claims under the Fair Labor Standards Act, and
other California Labor Code violations.
U

U

Mr. Villalba began his career at Kirkland & Ellis where he handled a wide range of business litigation matters,
including transnational contract disputes, insurance-related tort claims, developer litigation, and civil rights
actions. He also has extensive plaintiff-side experience representing government agencies and note-holders in
the pursuit of mortgage and other fraud losses. Mr. Villalba graduated from Stanford Law School, where he
served as an articles editor on the Stanford Journal of Law, Business & Finance. After law school, he clerked
for the Honorable Warren Matthews of the Alaska Supreme Court. Orlando received his bachelor’s degree in
International Business from the University of Southern California.
Tarek Zohdy. An associate with Capstone, Tarek Zohdy litigates automotive defect class actions, along with
other consumer class actions for breach of warranty and consumer fraud. At Capstone, he has worked on
several large-scale automotive class action settlements that have provided significant relief to thousands of
defrauded car owners. Before joining Capstone, Mr. Zohdy spent several years representing individual
consumers in their actions against automobile manufacturers and dealerships for breaches of express and
implied warranties pursuant to the Song-Beverly Consumer Warranty Act and the Magnuson-Moss Warranty
Act, commonly referred to together as “Lemon Law.” He also handled fraudulent misrepresentation and
omission cases pursuant to the Consumers Legal Remedies Act. Mr. Zohdy graduated from Louisiana State
University magna cum laude in 2003, and Boston University School of Law in 2006, where he was a member of
the criminal clinic representing underprivileged criminal defendants.
U

U
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Brandon Brouillette. Brandon Brouillette is an associate with Capstone Law, where his practice focuses on
representing employees and consumers in complex litigation, primarily wage-and-hour class actions and
PAGA representative actions. Mr. Brouillette’s entire legal career has been devoted to representing individual
and class representative plaintiffs against large corporate entities. Prior to joining Capstone, he served as an
associate at Boucher LLP where he managed the firm’s wage-and-hour class actions. He earned his Juris
Doctor from Loyola Law School, Los Angeles, where he spent a summer interning for the legal clearance and
corporate legal departments at Warner Bros. He received his undergraduate degree from the University of
Southern California, where he majored in Business Administration and spent a semester abroad in Budapest,
Hungary. In 2016, Brandon was selected as one of Super Lawyers’ “Rising Stars” in Southern California.
U

U

Anthony Castillo. Anthony Castillo is an associate with Capstone Law. His practice focuses on analyzing
pre-litigation wage-and-hour and consumer claims, including claims for overtime wages, meal and rest
periods, and off-the-clock work violations. Prior to joining Capstone, he was an associate at a California
bankruptcy practice, where he represented individual and business debtors in liquidations and reorganizations as well as various debt and foreclosure defense-related issues. Mr. Castillo graduated from
Loyola Law School, Los Angeles in 2009, where he volunteered with the Disability Rights Legal Center. He
attended Stanford University for his undergraduate degree, majoring in Political Science and minoring in
History. Anthony is admitted to practice law in California and Washington and before the United States
District Court for the Central and Southern Districts of California.
U

U

Joseph Hakakian. Joseph Hakakian is an associate with Capstone Law. His practice focuses on prosecuting
wage-and-hour class and representative actions in state and federal court. Prior to joining Capstone Law, Mr.
Hakakian served as a summer clerk for Mark Ozzello at Markun Zusman Freniere & Compton, LLP, working
on various actions including wage-and-hour claims, unpaid overtime, false advertising, and unfair
competition. He graduated from UCLA School of Law, with a business law specialization, where he served as
a staff editor for the Journal of Environmental Law and Policy and worked as a law clerk with the Consumer
Protection Division of the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Office. Prior to attending law school, Mr.
Hakakian received his undergraduate degree from University of California, Los Angeles, in 2013, where he
graduated summa cum laude, Dean’s Honor List, and College Honors, and received scholastic achievement
awards from Golden Key Honor Society and Phi Alpha Theta Honor Society. Joseph is an active member of
the Consumer Attorneys Association of Los Angeles (CAALA), Consumer Attorneys of California (CAOC),
and Beverly Hills, Los Angeles County, and Santa Monica Bar Associations.
U

U

Michelle Kennedy. Michelle Kennedy is an associate with Capstone Law. Her practice focuses on analyzing
pre-litigation wage-and-hour and consumer claims, including claims for overtime wages, meal and rest
periods, and off-the-clock work violations. She began her career as a contract attorney in the Utah Attorney
General’s Civil Litigation Division handling torts, civil rights, and employment law matters. She later founded
her own firm handling business and intellectual property matters, where she settled a copyright infringement
suit. Prior to moving to Southern California, Ms. Kennedy was recognized by Super Lawyers as a Mountain
States Rising Star in 2017 and 2018. She also served as President of the Utah Minority Bar Association and as
an Ex-Officio Member of the Utah State Bar Commission. Michelle graduated from the University of Utah
S.J. Quinney College of Law in 2013, where she served as President of the Art Law Alliance and Vice
President of the Minority Law Caucus. She earned her undergraduate degree from Brigham Young University
in 2010, where she majored in Philosophy. Ms. Kennedy is an active member of the Consumer Attorneys
Association of Los Angeles (CAALA) and the Los Angeles County Bar Association. Michelle is admitted to
practice law in Utah and California.
U

U
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Jonathan Lee. An associate with Capstone, Jonathan Lee primarily litigates employment class actions. At
Capstone, Mr. Lee has worked on several major successful class certification motions, and his work has
contributed to multi-million dollar class settlements against various employers, including restaurant chains,
retail stores, airport staffing companies, and hospitals. Prior to joining Capstone, Mr. Lee defended
employers and insurance companies in workers’ compensation actions throughout California. Mr. Lee
graduated in 2009 from Pepperdine University School of Law, where he served as an editor for the Journal of
Business, Entrepreneurship and the Law; he received his undergraduate degree from UCLA.
U

U

Trisha Monesi. Trisha Monesi is an associate with Capstone. Her practice focuses on prosecuting consumer
class actions in state and federal court. Ms. Monesi graduated from Loyola Law School, Los Angeles in 2014,
where she served as an editor of the Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law Review and was a certified
law clerk at the Center for Juvenile Law and Policy. She earned her undergraduate degree from Boston
University in 2011, where she majored in Political Science and International Relations. She is an active
member of the Women Lawyers Association of Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles County and Beverly Hills
Bar Associations.
U

U

Cody Padgett. An associate with Capstone, Cody Padgett’s practice focuses on prosecuting automotive
defect and other consumer class action cases in state and federal court. He handles consumer cases at all
stages of litigation, and has contributed to major settlements of automobile defect actions valued in the tens
of millions. Prior to joining Capstone Law, Mr. Padgett was a certified legal intern with the San Diego
County Public Defender’s Office. During law school, Mr. Padgett served as a judicial extern to the Honorable
C. Leroy Hansen, United States District Court for the District of New Mexico. He graduated from California
Western School of Law in the top 10% of his class and received his undergraduate degree from the University
of Southern California, where he graduated cum laude.
U

U

Mao Shiokura. Mao Shiokura is an associate with Capstone. Her practice focuses on identifying, analyzing,
and developing new wage-and-hour and consumer claims, including violations of the Fair Credit Reporting
Act, Consumers Legal Remedies Act, False Advertising Law, and Unfair Competition Law. Prior to joining
Capstone, Ms. Shiokura was an associate at a California lemon law firm, where she represented consumers in
Song-Beverly, Magnuson-Moss, and fraud actions against automobile manufacturers and dealerships. Ms.
Shiokura graduated from Loyola Law School, Los Angeles in 2009, where she served as a staff member of
Loyola of Los Angeles Law Review. She earned her undergraduate degree from the University of Southern
California, where she was a Presidential Scholar and majored in Business Administration, with an emphasis in
Cinema-Television and Finance.
U

U

Brooke Waldrop. Brooke Waldrop is an associate with Capstone Law. Her practice focuses on the prelitigation analysis of wage-and-hour and consumer claims, including claims for overtime wages, meal and rest
periods, and off-the-clock work. Ms. Waldrop graduated from University of Utah S.J. Quinney College of
Law in 2008, where she was a member of Extra Muros, an international law journal and think tank. During
law school, she volunteered and clerked for the Disability Law Center, International Rights Advocates in
Washington, D.C., the Utah Crime Victims Legal Center, and the Utah Council for Victims of Crime. After
law school, Brooke obtained an MFA at USC’s School of Cinematic Arts Writing for Screen and Television
program where she was also awarded the prestigious Annenberg Fellowship. Before joining Capstone as an
associate, she worked at Capstone as a contract attorney and settled a copyright infringement suit for a
commercially-successful property. She earned her undergraduate degree from Westminster College of Salt
U

U
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Lake, majoring in Political Studies with an emphasis in Philosophy, and minoring in Theater, where she
graduated summa cum laude.
OUTREACH AND EDUCATION
To increase public awareness about the issues affecting class action and other representative litigation in the
consumer and employment areas, Capstone publishes the Impact Litigation Journal
(www.impactlitigation.com). Readers have access to news bulletins, op-ed pieces, and legal resources. By
taking advantage of social media, Capstone hopes to spread the word about consumer protection and
employee rights to a larger audience than has typically been reached by traditional print sources, and to
thereby contribute to the enforcement of California’s consumer and workplace protection laws.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
NICHOLAS WYLIE, SHAWNA
WYLIE (fka BROWN), TIMOTHY
RYAN, and GREGORY PERGER,
individually, and on behalf of a class of
similarly situated individuals,
Plaintiffs,

Case No.: 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG
Hon. David O. Carter
REQUESTS FOR EXCLUSION
SUBMITTED BY CLASS MEMBERS

v.
HYUNDAI MOTOR AMERICA, a
California corporation,
Defendant.
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WYLIE (fka BROWN), TIMOTHY
RYAN, and GREGORY PERGER,
individually, and on behalf of a class of
similarly situated individuals,

Case No.: 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG
Hon. David O. Carter
OBJECTIONS BY CLASS MEMBERS

Plaintiffs,
v.
HYUNDAI MOTOR AMERICA, a
California corporation,
Defendant.

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Class Member
Philip Chaffin
Rebecca Jane Farr
Janice Finley
Katrina Harden
Nancy R. Hazlett
Terry L. Kelly
Ron LeClair
Anthony Mandra
John McCormack
Christine Melville
Linda Sue Parkis
Audie & Ecco Price
Mahfuzur Rahman
Jeffrey M. Reutter
Brian Roffe
Nicole Shruhun
Tamal Sikder
Gerald White
Daniel Williams

Objection

Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Withdrawn

Withdrawn
Withdrawn
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found online to object:
#:610contained in this Notice, saying that you are objecting to the
To object, you must submit a letter saying that you object, at the address
settlement in Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG. You must include: (i) your full name, current address, and
current telephone number; (ii) the model year and VIN of your Class Vehicle(s); (iii) a statement of your objection , including all supporting
factual and legal grounds; (iv) a statement of whether your objection applies only to you, to a specific subset of the Class, or to the entire
Class, (iv) copies of any documents you wish to submit in support; and (v) your signature and the date of the objection .
Mail the objection postmarked no later than December 26, 2019 to :
Class Counsel
Mark A Ozzella
Tarek H Zohdy
Capstone Law APC
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
California 92658 Los Angeles, California 90067
Defense Counsel
Troy L Isaacson
Norberto J Cisneros
Maddox I Isaacson I Cisneros LLP
11920 Southern Highlands Pkwy, Ste 100
Las Vegas, Nevada 89141
Defense Counsel
Ekwan E Rhow
David I Hurwitz
Bird, Marella, Boxer, Wolpert, Nessim, Drooks, Lincenberg & Rhow, PC
1875 Century Park East, 23rd Fl
Los Angeles, California 90067

December 11, 2019
My letter to object:

This is my letter to object to the settlement Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America,
No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG.
My Name: Rebecca Jane Farr,
2017 Hyundai Ve/aster VIN#
My objection applies only to myself. I am objecting due to the fact that I have owned the
vehicle for only 7 months and have not had it checked out for hesitation, which has
developed very recently on occasion and there may be other issues that have not come to
light as of now concerning these problems. The vehicle only has 12,000 miles at the present
time. My concern is that if this vehicle develops future problems, regarding these issues
which will require repairs, I should be given compensation for those repairs and those repairs
should be taken care of financially at any point in the future as long as I or my heirs own the
vehicle.
The choices I have been given are:
1 - Reimbursement for Diagnostic Visits and Repairs
2 - Compensation to Troubleshoot, Diagnose, or Repair OCT-Related Symptoms
3 - Compensation for Trade-Ins or Sales
(or) to opt out or object.
My only choice at this time is to object so that I can still be compensated at any time as
needed in the future. I feel this problem should have been on a Re-Call List and fixed at no
expense to me. I could not find a recall listed for my car at this time. I feel the Hyundai
Company needs to issue a Re-Call on my vehicle, pay for the repairs, compensate me as the
owner for the trouble dealing with this situation and provide transportation during the repair
time.

Date

~~/;y
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
Did you buy or lease a Hyundai 2015-2017 Sonata Eco, 2016-2017 Tucson, or 2016-2017
Veloster vehicle _ Uip.p..ed with a d-ual:clutch transrrnSslon '.'Class VebLcle~)? A propos~d
class action settlement may affect your rights.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT:
...-----::---=--~-------

( ?CTSett ement.HyundaiUSA.com
If you do not have internet access, request more information by calling 866-944-7620.

(c

Submit a Claim Form to Receive the Following Benefits:
1) Reimbursement for
6iagnostic Visits
and Repairs

(r;;-

yompensation to
)Troubleshoot, Diagnose,
'-.__.../ or Repair OCT-Related
Symptoms

l

r

(3) sompensation for
Trade-Ins or Sales
(
,;

Class members may claim full reimbursement of
reasonable costs incurred for any type of repair,
replacement, diagnosis, or inspection related to the
dual-clutch transmission ("OCT") on a Class Vehicle.
Class members may claim compensation for having
to make multiple visits to an authorized Hyundai
dealership to troubleshoot issues with a OCT-equipped
Class Vehicle.
Individuals who have traded-in or sold (or will trade-in
or sell) their Class Vehicle because of OCT-related
complaints may claim compensation.

~:
"--=

lf you wish to forego these benefits and not participate in the settlement,
~ may exclude yourself. Please visit DCTSettlement.HyundaiUSA.com for more
information.

-~~'

.
To Object: lf'. 'ou wish to object to the proposed settlement, you may do so. Please visit
~ecfSet.tlement.HyundaiUSA.com for more information.

13558
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CLAIM FORM -Six Steps to Make a Claim
Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, Case No. 8:16-CV-02102(C.D. Cal.)

[1] Verify the below information is correct. If it is incorrect or missing, provide it below:
[Auto
[Auto
[Auto
[Auto
First Name:
Last Name:

\a

e_

c__

Fill
Fill
Fill
Fill
L

Name]
Address 1]
Address 2]
City], [Auto Fill State] [Auto Fill Zip Code]

cc

'""""'..............+-....--........~.........~--........--.......--............iii--.......- -.......- -.......~

Address 1:
Address 2:
City:

State:

Zip Code:

[2] (Optional) - Provide your phone and email address:
Phone:

[II Wli•l•l•l•l•l•l• I

Email :
If you choose to provide your email address, Hyundai will contact you about the settlement by email. If not,
Hyundai will contact you about the settlement at the postal address above.

[3] Provide your Vehicle Identification Number ("VIN"). The VIN is located on a small placard atop the
dashboard , visible through the driver's side windshield corner. The VIN also appears on your registration card and
probably on your insurance card. Your VIN should have 17 characters, a combination of both letters and numbers.

I

VIN:

I

11

II

I

I

[4] Check Each Applicable Box Below According to the Payment(s) You Are Seeking (you can
check all boxes that apply) i.WLEnter the Amount You Are Claiming and Enclose the Required
Documents (if Applicable)
Compensation for Service Visits
Number of Visits

Monetary Compensation

Vehicle Rebate Certificate

Four or More Visits

$225
$450
$675

$450
$900
$1,350

MAXIMUM

$675

$1,350

Two Visits
Three Visits

More information can be found at DCTSettlernent.H yundaiUSA.com
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D

I Claim Reimbursement for Repairs
Please provide the amount of the repairs for which you
are requesting reimbursement:

$1

~

1111

1

rn

Required Documentation:

Enclose a repair invoice or document showing: (i) the repair type, (ii) date, (iii) mileage, and (iv) amount paid
(e.g., credit card receipt, credit card statement, or bank statement).
NOTE: If you paid cash and have no receipt, your signature on the reverse side of this form constitutes your
attestation, under penalty of perjury, that you (or a friend or family member) paid cash for the amount you
listed and that you lack documentation.

D

rn

I Claim Reimbursement for Renta l Ca r I Towing I Other Costs Related to My Repairs
Please provide the amount of rental car, towing, and
other costs for which you are requesting reimbursement: $

I I I .I I

Required Documentation: Enclose a receipt or other document(s) showing §l!_of the below:
• What was purchased (e.g., a rental car or towing service)
• Date of purchase
• Amount paid (e.g., on a receipt, credit card statement, or bank statement)
• The date and nature of the corresponding repair

D

I Claim Compensation for Making Multiple Service Visits to Troubleshoot. Diagnose, or
Repair OCT-Related Symptoms.
Please checkmark if you would prefer:

0

O

Monetary compensation (payable via debit card), or
Vehicle rebate certificate (cards redeemable for Hyundai-related goods and services at
authorized Hyundai dealerships). Certificate amounts will be twice as much as monetary
compensation.

Please provide the amount you are requesting
compensation for:

$

11111

~

I

ITJ

Required Documentation: Enclose a repair invoice or document showing: (i) the repair type, (ii) date, and (iii)
mileage.

More information can be found at DCTSettlement.HyundaiUSA.com
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D

I Claim for Trading in or Selling My Vehicle Within 120 Days after the Effective Date
Please provide the mileage of the vehicle
when it was sold
Please provide sale price

•
•

$

Required Documentation: Enclose a receipt or other document(s) showing §!!_of the below:
O Documentary proof that a OCT related complaint was made at least once within 20,000 miles of
ownership of the vehicle or a declaration signed under penalty of perjury that the Class Member
experienced OCT Related symptoms within the first 20,000 miles of ownership
O Documentary proof of at least 2 Service Visits

•
•

Enclose a repair invoice or document showing: (i) the repair type, (ii) date, (iii) mileage, and
(iv) amount paid (e.g., credit card receipt, credit card statement, or bank statement).
Bill of Sale

Mileage adjustment: the purchase I sale will be adjusted by the amount of mileage at the time of sale or trade-in:
Mileage

Compensation

Oto 20,000 miles

70% of Purchase/Sale Price Difference

20,001 to 30,000 miles

60% of Purchase/Sale Price Difference

30,001 to 45,000 miles

50% of Purchase/Sale Price Difference

45.001 to 60,000 miles

40% of Purchase/Sale Price Difference

60,001 to 70,000 miles

30% of Purchase/Sale Price Difference

70,001 to 80,000 miles

20% of Purchase/Sale Price Difference

80,001 to 100,000 miles

10% of Purchase/Sale Price Difference

Mileage adjustment will be:

•

Increased by 5% points if the class member made 3 or more OCT related service visits
within the first 20,000 miles of ownership

•

Decrease by 2.5 percentage points of each year of ownership

•

Increased by 5 percentage points if the Class Member owned the vehicle for at least three
(3) years from the date of original retail delivery and made at least four (4) OCT-related
Service Visits to an authorized Hyundai dealership (documentary proof of the Service Visit
and Purchase Agreement to be provided with Customer Satisfaction Claim Form), both as
of the Effective Date.

•

Increased by 10 percentage points Class Member that also provide documentation
demonstrating that their Class Vehicle(s) were traded-in in connection with the new retail
purchase of another Hyundai vehicle from an authorized Hyundai dealership.

Date:

Signature:

[5] Sign & Date
The information on this form is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I agree to participate in the settlement. I
authorize any dealership that serviced my vehicle to release records to Hyundai to help pay my claim .

Signature:

,

~fe,eu« ~

~,/d.cca-

Date:

/'Z/Jo) ?'

[6] Submit: Send this complete form and your documents to DCTSettlement.Hyunda iUSA.com or mail it to PO Box
10759 Newport Beach CA 92658
More information can be found at DCTSettlement.HyundaiUSA.com
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I am a class member of this suit and I object to the settlement for many
reasons which I have stated below as to why I don't think the Court should
approve of it as it is written in the Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No.
8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG. My name is Janice Finley and my current
address is - ·
,,
. I can be
reached at
I own a 2017 Hyundai Tucson with a DCT

What happens if I do nothing at all?
"If you do nothing, you will receive the Informational Brochure, but you'll get
no money from this settlement. But, unless you exclude yourself, you
won't be able to start a lawsuit, continue with a lawsuit, or be part of any
other lawsuit against Hyundai about the legal issues in this case, ever
again." This statement seems to favor Hyundai and the lawyers who may
benefit from this case--what benefits trickle down to the 2017 owners that
qualify to partake in this suit seem to be minimal and too limited.
I don't like this settlement because :
1) It is too narrow in its scope. It doesn't address the fact that not all of the
issues are being resolved with DCT software updates for 2017 Tuscon
owners like myself. If the issues are solely DCT software updates, why are
some of us having to return over and over again to our Hyundai dealerships
to rectify current and reoccurring transmission issues, some of which are
major safety concerns. I, personally, do not feel safe in a vehicle that stalls,
has delayed acceleration, and sudden power loss. Delayed acceleration
and sudden loss of power make this vehicle not only unreliable in its
performance, but it puts the driver and drivers of other vehicles at risk when
the above issues happen. There are potentially dangerous situations that
could result from the vehicles lack of consistent performance on the road.
2). In regards to Hyundai's Perspective: "Hyundai contends that it already
initiated a recall campaign for delayed acceleration issues with the dual
clutch transmission in certain 2016 Tucson vehicles. With updated engine
control software, that Tucson issue has been resolved. With software
updates also available for other Class Vehicles, the few, slight, and largely
subjective complaints regarding the operative driving smoothness of the
other Class Vehicles' transmissions have similarly been addressed.
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Hyundai has an interest in its customers' satisfaction, believes that greater
awareness of its software updates will increase customer satisfaction, and
has therefore agreed to the settlement benefits listed in the notice." I
couldn't help but notice that it was the 2016 Tuscon vehicles that were
recalled. What solutions have been effective in order to assure drivers that
they are currently driving a safe and reliable vehicle?
No where in this statement has the issue of sudden power loss been
addressed. After having experienced this issue first hand, I consider this a
major safety issue that needs to be addressed and fixed, even if it means
that Hyundai needs to replace the current transmission with a new
transmission that is free of such problems. It is not safe to be driving on a
major highway and suddenly have the engine loose power. In addition to
this particular problem, I don't feel assured that my vehicle will not suddenly
lurch into traffic at the wrong time when the DCT transmission engages as
a result of delayed acceleration.
3). I don't agree that this should be limited to as being the only option that
allows me to ever be part of any other lawsuit against Hyundai about their
legal claims in this case. My vehicle has only been driven 6,081 miles to
date, and nowhere in this class action suit is there mention of adequate
compensation for such low mileage vehicles. When I purchased it, my
intention was to keep it for a long period of time, so I even paid extra to get
an extended warranty and a special paint coating to keep the vehicle in
excellent condition. The vehicle that I traded in for the 2017 Tuscon was
my 2003 Hyundai Santa Fe that I had also purchased new as a long term
transportation investment. If I were to trade in my 2017 Tuscon because of
the problems that have yet to be addressed, I would not receive adequate
compensation for my investment, nor would I want to pass it along to
another person knowing that this vehicle has potential safety issues.

Respectfully,

~;::-~ 1a)1'1/ao11
Janice Finley

r;,
F
~

- aniceFinle
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December 24, 2019

Mark A. Ozzello
Tarek H. Zohdy
Capstone Law APC
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
California 92658 Los Angeles CA 90067
Dear Counselors:
I am objecting to the settlement agreement set forth in Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No
8: 16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG.
My objection is due to the fact that I did not have the truck serviced twice prior to trading it in.
After taking the truck in to be serviced for the stalling issue, I was assured it was working
properly, only to have the same issue as I was leaving the dealership. I decided at that moment
that taking the truck back was not feasible and I had to trade it in immediately before I died in an
accident.
I am sure there were others who were too afraid to chance driving the Tucson after it was
supposedly repaired and continued to stutter. It is unfair that we are being slighted because we
had enough wherewithal to sell the truck immediately instead of continuing to risk our lives and
those of other drivers.
I will not be able to appear in person for the Final Approval Hearing.

~UMw
Katrina Harden
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KATRINA HARDEN

December 5, 2019,

To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing to share my experience with my 2017 Hyundai Tucson Limited with the OCT. I have since
traded the vehicle with less than 16K miles. The dealership gave me far less than what was owed on the
truck and I incurred more debt because I felt unsafe continuing to drive the vehicle.
For several months prior to me trading the vehicle in, I noticed and increase in pauses after the
accelerator was pressed to move forward. Initially, it was in the morning when first cranking, then it
was almost every t ime I accelerated. I was afraid t,o drive on the interstate for fear that the truck may
stall.
One morning after stalling and almost being rear-ended, I checked online and realized that I was not the
only one experiencing the problem. I made and appoint ment with Hyundai t o take the truck in to be
serviced . The very morning I took the truck in, the truck stalled wh ile I was trying to enter the highway, I
narrowly missed being side swiped by another vehicle . I was scared and f urious.
I was informed that if there was an issue that had to be fixed, I could be responsible for repairs to which
I replied, this truck is still under warranty, but I was made to sign the form saying I acknowledge that I
could incur costs.
My truck was inspected, the system was relearned and I was told that it should operate without further
problems. As I was driving away from the dealership, the truck stalled again. I thought that maybe the
new settings would take time to settle in and kept driving.
That evening when I was headed home on one of the busiest highways in my city, I tried to make a left
turn and the truck stalled harder tha n it ever had, putting me in the path of an FlSO traveling at least 65
miles per hour. I was almost t-boned and most certainly would have died in t hat accident. The next day
I went to the same Hyundai dealership to trade the truck and they would only offer me 13,000 for a
trade in . I still owed $18k on t he truck!
The next morning, I drove to another dealership and they at least offered me $15k for the truck and I
traded on the spot even though I was going to be stuck with a longer period of vehicle payments and
almost doubled my debt. I knew that driving the Tucson was no longer safe and I would eventually die if
I kept t hat truck.
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My biggest issue is this is the second Hyundai that I have purchased and had major issues. I have a 2013
Sonata that cut off in traffic and my son was almost killed. There was an issue with his motor that
caused it to shut down without warning. On top of that, his gear shift pin was broken and we were
accused of breaking it. Who removes a gear shift to break it? I also had to shell out over $1100 dollars
to have his fuel pump replaced because of stalling when I now know it was the motor the entire time,
but no reimbursement was paid from Hyundai.
very upset about my ordeals and deserve to be compensated.
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EPA COMPLINACE CHG 4.ee

64 SERVICE HISTORY ADMIN 1.52
0.00 LABOR :
0.00

PAR:'S:

D

Yi~L7I

PO~NT

a.cc

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

OTliER :
0.00
':'OtAL LINE C:
·········••*··~··········~·········~················

0.00

INSPECTIO~

CAUSE: MULTI PCINT INS~ECTION
10 MUL~l POINT !NS~SCTION
997043

0.00

c

LABOR:

0.00

OTHER:

C.00
TOTAL LINE
······~····················~············•·+~-·~·····

J?AR':'S:

WA!lllUiT't om;u.~1.1. , .. ~rs ~NO

llCc;USO't".GG •!'IE SOLO ......o ...... Q(OA1QS l\ll E • !HOP 9UPP~ C'-TS: I
OESCRIPTION
~'~'" ~ ~ .. [ CE.<\ eASHtl' .. ,.UT ell,~U.S LT ~ SCl,!U,Y& • - W• ~- 1dc• • ~ •ra•
· ~~~~.1U.fQ1lJf'~Jct6n'~~~ 'OP ~E~,.,:i~!WflN~l;Jl~~E ~~"~frH~:~~~~n ~~ eq"ll !D IT~ o' lne •ABOR AMOUNT
"~l~011! US ...... ~ "'"'~ ?El'ISQNTO 0.SSUM~ ;io~~IJIY L $ 'Lii • 1~. eo "ECllO.. ~-~ l<f 1~111 CCII"' er IOlal>ar
IM
1\J110UNT
si.u or PARTS o~ p OOV..TS 011 TMf R P Ai i! HC C~L WllJIO~Tl:n o ~ PARTS Mt) ~,~
UClltd
..i::~~SC~<F. BOP ~(Pl.tRSf.qE 1110SE ....... u;.i IM !E or~eRE~ Tl<E Ill• rAC!~~E" Oii HIE 7J 00
10 Iha R:r.:· GAS. OIL. LU!ile
::::;loCINit.. •A,lf'" O•&T'lill\/TO"I <\.'<O OlllY ~llOH ""'lo!UFACTUllfll 0 ~ C!911Ql~V" O &1<111.l ! t
- ABL 2 ~DA P£11lcRl!~lo/CEUrEE" 3~:11 W.aJlq4NTIES . CJ!10~A 6f<,t.•~ ~o &E ENT•T"-~'TO O•car IOI "'"P •up ... . SUILET llUOUNT
llECOV£R FllOlll "HI' D~4•! MIP I\ Y CO'l!f0~T1AU)4M U DtJIAGES TO 'AOl'Ell'l'Y uAN In connectoO'I '""Ill
:MY•OE& •OR I.OU 0" 1.5£ I.OH ~ \'!lol l •
CF rllOF•' Oii 1:.co\4E. 011 1,fojV Oftt F.11 Vil• ftC1I•
MISC CMAAGl!S '
f'11¢\IJOliC- at IHG

'""TS

: 1C£."'4 Ill

OAVL-..,C~!

e, • gl'lng tHllo.. ycv ~c:!r,,_,ed;• •~•I yow.;011 na11flild c• 11\d e•l!lor111<1 ute A LL. Pit.ltTS Allll NEW
ooi1·ers• 1p le pe~orm lht '"''tCOlfte~,., l1•"1l 1n 11111 lnvo;ee 1N1 •n• ~~ rtcoivea UNL.1!99 OTHEllllllH
••o 1~1 OJIPO"unlty to In~ trty /'llpl1c1a P•ll• u 1oque1:ea ay yeu T~• vortie:o
I ~·"'ii,.,.,,.,.., !O YO• In ·~chin IOI Y""' ll9)'mem Cf I~ .t,rrooUl\l Oue
INOICA TliO.
;)~TE
CJC"011lQ SlC"'''l'l.lRi
lllJT'10q1:i;o 011.L£q5l"1 ? AEPllf5EN1'.AT 1 \I~ CIQNAJUA!:

1••

0.00
0.00

,.OTllLS

0.00
0.00

o.oo
o. oo

0.00

L£SS INSURA~

O.DO
0.00

SAL.ES TAX

0.00

TOTllL

CHA~GES

PLIASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

CUSTOMER COPY

0.00

D:

0

00

-
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DEAL #: 18413
COST t:
STOCK NO

- .~S..._9....,T....,2""4....,8...__ _ __ __

c:Surzbdl

_

SPENCER KYLE STEPHEN

SALESMAN

10I0 5 / 20::..;l=.;9==----------

OATf

HighWilY 82

west.

Sylvester,

Georgia 31791

(229) n&-7691 • Fax: (229) ?76-9345

10/05/2019

PROMISED FOR DEL

FORD

Post Office Box 789

CUSTOMER

www.sunbeltford.com

OFFER FOR NEW I USED CAR OR TRUCK
-..:..::=:=-===--======--==::=.;==-----------------HOME PHONE
----------COUN:T'llll. .1------CELLPHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS ,
WOAKPHONE
CITY . • • •. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE - - - ZIP l1JU
EMAi!. ADDRESS
VEHICLE
DESCRIPTION:

YEAR

30DY COLOR

FORD TRUCK

----------

- - - - --

SER NO

MAKE

2019

SERIES
NAMc EDGE

-

-

MAGNETIC

MILE.AGE _ _ ___7;.:2:-

TYPE -'S=E=L:;......._ __ __

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT IF USED VEHICLE

- - - - -CllBMll/ NEW / IJC9eQC TRIM LEVEL

----ENG:

XII 4

06

0 Fla,,,side C Pwr SGal& 0 Moonroof

08

a Leather

CJ Running Soard'

:::J Cust. Wheels O CD O DVD C: 4)(4 ::J Tow Pkg

~.B!PJION OFTR,ADE :

0 Bed Liner

VEHICLE PRICE BEFORE DISCOUNT

YEAR ... ~017~___ MAKE_R_
Y_UN_D_A_I_ _ _ _ _ _~SEAIES _TUCSON

BODY TYPE

4DR

FWD ECO

BOOYCOLOR_G_RA
__
Y_ _ _ _ _ __

08

j

DEALER INSTALLED OPTIONS

1----------t----+--~

SER NO.
!,J:LEAGE _ _ .__ _ 1_5_5_7_0___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYOFF DUE TO

A~DqEss

TOTAL PRICE

N_A_VY
_ _.;.F..;;;E_O_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

__ .___~---~----------~

I

YOUR INVESTMENT

PHONE------

vrnlFIED WITH

~HIS C~AAGE AEPAE;SENTS COSTS

!

t..CCOUNT If

I

~NCE

CITY _ ..MA.,CON - - - - - - - - - - S T A T E _ _..GA
_ __
- - - PHONE

C800l 841-.l00P

o1':51J~1ANCE CO. _-JG..,EI...,_,C::..:O"'-------

------

SALES

599

TAX - 7%

TITLE

00

& LIENHOLDEB INFORMATION:

DATE OF BIRTH

03/09/19i5

I

3

00

··-

38923 20

FORD Customer Cast\ Allernahve

I

3750 00

DOWN PMTICUST DEPOSIT

I

1500

Rec.No

-

1961 00

~35634120

TOTAL AMOUNT FINANCED

~/
MGR'S SIGNATURE:,.

00

~

---~-

-

_.,.Cf'"*W_,._,,_..--..,.._-!>J-....,..,___....-____

REM~ Af1,~i:t~;;(p *

00

·- ---

18180 85
Subtotal

SERVICE CONTRACT

THIS Ol'l"ER MUST

-

1054 61

850 00

I hereby aut'1ori&e you to chacl< !TIV/Dur credit •nd e"'ployrnent history
and ro provide andfor to obtain inlorm•tlon about credit uparlance
CUSTOMER'S SIGNATURE;

18

GAP

R11c No

~

I

PAYOFF ON TRADE

SOCIAL SECURITY NO. _ _ ____ __ _..._ _ _ _ __

wnh meJus.

I

18816 68

WARRANTY LAW

4..332-57-19-0~

PCJLICY NO

'*

18211t~---~

·----~

ONE GElCO CENTER

C U~TOMER

f::----i
I

Subtotal

INFORMATION:

AGENT_§.F.~.r_c_~~----·-~---------

ADDRESS

15000

NO

PROFIT ':'O Tt1E SEL.LERIOEALER FOR
!TEI.IS SUCH .t..S INS!'ECTJNG CLE.r..Nll<G
ANO llDJU$TING NEW -'NO USEO
;
v e.- 1cu:s .-,No P~EPAR ING DOCUMENT S
RELATED TO THE SA E

PAYOFF AMT j.818!?,!..~0D UNTIL _ _ _ PER DIEM _ ___

I

33217 ~ 68

LESS BlJVING YOUR VEHICLE

-----./,1" ,,,
,

r.,r
;~

-

;J

..
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GEORGIA VEHICLE RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT
Buve r lOnd

o- uy r)

ame and Addross (Including County and Zip Code )

DATE

10/05/2019

SELLE

CREDITOR (Seller Name an d Addres:s)
SUNBELT FORD-MERCU RY INC
PO BOX 789
SYLVESTER, GA 31791

NIA

You

tl 1P.

Buyer \and Co-Buyer. if any) . may buy the vehicle described in this contract for cash or on credit. The cash price rs shown on

Pa ~1e 2 as "Cash Price " The credit price is shown below as "Total Sale Price." By signing thrs contract. you choose to buy the vehicle

0 11 credit under the agreements rn thrs contract.

FEDERAL TRUTH-IN-LENDING DISCLOSURES

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
RATE
The cost of your
':redit as a yearl y rate

FINANCE
CHARGE

Amount
Financed

Total of
Payments

Total Sale
Price

The dollar amount
the credit will
cost you

The amount of
credit provided
to you or on
your behalf

The amount
you will have
pard when you
have made all
scheduled
payments

The total cost
of your purchase
on credit.
1nclud1ng your
downpayment

1-800-727-7000
of S
. -

1.90

%

s

2,095.98

s

35,834.20

s

37,730.18

s

2,089.15
38.799.31

<.: .t-;J

Your Pai ment Schedule will be:
Number of Payments

Amount of Payments

72

s 524.03

-

When Payments are Due
Monthly unless otherwise checked
0 Semi-Annually 0 Annually
Staning: 11104/2019

www.fordcradlt.co m

Prepayment: If you pay off your debt early you will not have to pay a penalty.
Late Payment: You must pa y a late charge on the portion of each payment received more than 10 days late
The charge rs 5 percent of the late amount or $50 00. whichever 1s less
Security Interest: You are g1v1ng a security interest tn the vehicle being purchased .
Contract: Please see this contract for additional Information on security interest. nonpayment default. the righ t
tr:· require repayment of your debt 1n fu ll before the scheduled date. and prepayment penalty

BALLOON CONTRACT PROVISIONS

i D

Your last scheduled payment under this contract rs a balloon payment .

I

EXCE~~LWfAB.

USE AND MILEAGE CHARGES

Ii n be drrecll y above 1s checked. this section , Paragraph B. and Paragraph C of this contract apply. You may be charged for
excessive veer based upon our standards fo r normal use . If you exercise the option to transfer ownership of the vehicle to Creditor
per mile for each mile in excess of ~- miles shown on the
unoer Paragra pn 8 , you must pay the Creditor $0. NIA
odometer

The Annual Percentage Rate may be negotiated with the Seller. The Seller may assign this contract and may
retain its right to receive a portion of the Finance Charge.

~·

i 1Q-S I t>-1761 0-B-SI (NOV 18)

Page 1of7

I
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~

i'Jcw'Used

-

I

Mileage

72

New

Model

Year and Make

Personal use unless otherwise
cnecl<ed below

Edge

2019 Ford

Use For Which Purchased

Vehicle Identification Number

D Commercial O Agricultural
15,000 00

$

2017 1-t:i::undaJ
Year and Make

Trade-in

$

Gross Allowance

18,160.85
Amount Owing

ITEMIZATION OF AMOUNT FINANCED
1. Cash Price ............. ........................ ..................................................................................................................... $

I

34,272.35 (1)

2. Down Payment

I

Third Party Rebate Assigned to Creditor.............................................................................................. $

3,750.00

$
N/A
$
Trade·in (description above) ..................................................................................................................... $

1.500.00

Cash Down Payment. ..............................................................................................................................

I

I

N/A

-3,180.85

Total Down Payment...................................................................................................................................... $

2,069.15 (2)

3. Unpaid Balance of Cash Sale Price (1 minus 2) ............................................................................................. $

32.203 .20 (3)

4. Amounts paid on your behalf (Seller may be retaining a portion of these amounts)
To Public Officials
(i) for license. title & registration fees $ _ _ _ 18.00

(11) for filing fees

$

NIA

(iii) for taxes (not in Cash Price)

$

N/A

$

18.00

Credit Life Insurance ............................................................................................................................. $

NIA

$
$

N/A

To Insurance Companies for:

Credit Disablllty Insurance ................................ ......................... ...........................................................

... ,.....................................................................................
........................................................................................... $

NIA
N/A

NIA
N/A

To AFAS GAP

for GAP Waiver

$

650.00

To SUNBELT FOBD·MERCURY INC

for Documenta!}'. Fee

$

599.00

To State of Geor~ ia

for Geor9ia Lemon Law Fee

$

3.00

for Service Contract

$

1,961 .00

To !:'J~A

for N/A

$

N/A

To!:'J~

for NIA

$

N/A

To NIA

for NIA

N/A

To NIA

for NIA

$
$

To N/A

for NIA

$

NIA

To

~mencan

F1nanc1al Wa rra n t~ Co

NIA

Total. ............................................................................................................................................................... $

3,43 1.00 (4)

5. Amount Financed (3 plus 4) ............................................................................................................................... $

35,634.20 (5)

I

Debt Cancellation Waiver Addendum (Optional)

I

Purchase of the debt cancellation waiver is optional and is not required to obtain credit. The terms and conditions of the debt
cancellation waiver are set forth in the attached Addendum which is incorporated into the contract. By signing below you agree to
purchase the debt cancellation waiver for the price set forth on this contract in the Itemization of Amount Financed under section 4.

Buyer Signs

A ~ ~ Wr

P"m'? nf 7
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December 21, 2019

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

RE: Case No.: 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG
NICHOLAS WYLIE and SHAWNA WYLIE Uka BROWN}, individually, and on behalf of a class of
similarly situated individuals, Plaintiffs, v. HYUNDAI MOTOR AMERICA, a California
corporation,
Attached is my formal objection to the terms of the suit as stated in the preliminary settlement.
Regards,
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December 21, 2019
RE: Case No.: 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG

NICHOLAS WYLIE and SHAWNA WYLIE ffka BROWN), individually, and on behalf of a class of
similarly situated individuals, Plaintiffs, v. HYUNDAI MOTOR AMERICA, a California
corporation,
Honorable David 0. Carter:
RE: 2017 Hyundai Tucson VIN
As a member of the DCT Class Action Law Suit, I want to voice my objection to the settlement
options as set forth in the ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF CLASS
ACTION SETTLEMENT, Date: August 26, 2019.
I am a single female senior citizen, recently retired on a fixed income. I purchased this vehicle
new April 2017, primarily for its warranty, believing it would be the last vehicle I would
purchase. Knowing it would depreciate quickly, I was willing to absorb this over the numerous
years I planned to own it. I had no intention of having to absorb it in two years. This is a great
financial burden to me, however, the threats to my life due to near accidents, resulting from
the defective transmission, has been horribly disturbing emotionally. No where is there
consideration for the accelerated depreciation due to the unsafe vehicle. I do not consider this
a loss in value due to the DTC (Dual Clutch Transmission) issue. To get out of this dangerous
vehicle, it was not fair and reasonable that I had to incur additional debt because of a
fraudulent act by HMA (Hyundai Motor America).
After spending 7 grueling hours in the Phil Long Hyundai Motor City Colorado Springs on Dec
12, 2019, dealer where vehicle was purchased, I agreed to the trade into a new 2019 Tucson,
believing they had sincerely tried to assist me in as they put it, "getting me into a vehicle I could
feel safe driving and enjoy". Their offer as a trade was $12,000. As we negotiated, they told
me the only way they could 'deal' with me was to increase the amount of trade in value. Their
trade in value was eventually raised to $16,000, which lessens my class action settlement
proceeds. The dealership stated that they would lose money on the car resells due to the DCT
issue. I know now they were not dealing in good faith, and were only focused on how they
would fare in the transaction, with disregard for the problematic car. They refused to remove
the dealer/handling charge. The DCT dangerous problem is not "alleged" in this case It is rea!
and dangerous and Hyundai will pass it on to another consumer.
How do I know this? One week later, my trade in car is on their lot and online website for sale.
A call to the dealership disclosed the asking price was $19,998. Their bad faith is further

Hazlett Objection/12-21-19
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evident in their intent to resell the car to yet another consumer, all the while withholding any
indication of the DCT issue. I have documented evidence that supports this. They offered me
$12, 000 on are trying to sell it for $20,000! My final trade in value was $16,000, still nearly
$4,000 under their asking price.
In my conversation, the Salesman told me that their dealership could not be held responsible
for what HMC does. I objected to his remark, telling him that they are a representative of HMA,
with their logo and name all over their lot and building. They need held accountable.
The actions of the Dealership and HMA violates consumer trust laws. This dealership and the
HMA manufacturer has a blatant disregard for the ramifications of the Class Action Suit, even
though the salesman Mark did finally acknowledge the suit exists, still refusing to waive the
Dealer handling fee of $698.95.
By adding 10% to settlement offers if members purchase another NEW Hyundai product feels
like extortion to an already damaged consumer. They also try to sweeten the pot with
increased rebate dollars that can be used on HMA products and services only. Again,
attempting to profit from the damaged consumer.
I first noticed the class action DCT issues with my 2017 vehicle within 2 months of owning it.
Never did I experience owning a new vehicle that did not have serious problem.
With all due respect, I purchased the 2017 vehicle in good faith with hard earned money, and
believe HMA through their dealership, sold it to me under fraudulent bad faith conditions.
They have further damaged me by wringing additional money from me in the 2019 Trade
transaction . This will cost me nearly $4,000 in class action proceeds.
Judge Carter, I am asking that you increase my award of the class action proceeds by a
minimum of $4,000. My legal grounds consist of the intentional bad faith (dishonest and
deceptive) manner in which Hyundai and the Phil Long dealership knowingly dealt with me
upon purchasing the 2017 and again on the 2019 Tucson.
Please consider the unfairness to consumers and class action members before you conclude on
a final decree for settlement in early 2020. HMA should be penalized for intentionally frauding
consumers.

..~

I will not be appearing at any hearing. I know this affects me personally, and will every member

~:;~uit ~
Nancy R Hazlett

I

Hazlett Objection/12-21-19
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Attachments: Current listing of my recent traded 2017 Tucson
Car Fax Report attached to 'for sale' listing

CC: Class Counsel
Mark A Ozzello
Tarek H Zohdy
Capstone Law APC
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
California 92658 Los Angeles, California 90067

CC: Defense Counsel
Troy L Isaacson
Norberto JCisneros
Maddox I Isaacson I Cisneros LLP
11920 Southern Highlands Pkwy, Ste 100
Las Vegas, Nevada 89141

CC: Defense Counsel
EkwanE Rhow
David I Hurwitz
Bird, Marella, Boxer, Wolpert, Nessim, Drooks, Lincenberg & Rhow, PC
1875 Century Park East, 23rd Fl
Los Angeles, California 90067

Hazlett Objection/12-21-19
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!BarnmaOOI

vehicle History Report™
No accidents reported to CARFAX

2017 HYUNDAI TUCSON
LIMITD/SPRT/ECO/SE
VIN:· · · · · ·
4 DOOR WAGON/SPORT UTILITY
1.6L 14 F DOHC 16V
GASOLINE
ALL WHEEL DRIVE
Original Window Sticker

us $39.99

No damage reported to CARFAX
CARFAX 1-0wner vehicle

"'

"'

8 Service history records
Personal vehicle

1

t re

20 408 Last.reported odometer
•
readmg

This CARFAX Vehicle History Report is based only on information supplied to CARFAX and available as of 12/21/ 19 at 9:58:21 PM (CST).
Other information about this vehicle, including problems, may not have been reported to CARFAX. Use this report as one important tool,
along with a vehicle inspection and test drive, to make a better decision about your next used car.

Ownership History

...,. Owner 1

The number of owners is estimated
Year purchased

2017

Type of owner
Estimated length of ownership
Owned in the following states/provinces
Estimated miles driven per year
Last reported odometer reading

l~fill]BliJI Title History
CARFAX guarantees the information in this section

~;

-~l
·--.--~~lol_.,

Personal
2 yrs. 7 mo.
Colorado
7,922/yr
20,408

...,. Owner 1

Salvage I Junk I Rebuilt I Fire I Flood I Hail I Lemon

Guaranteed
No Problem

Not Actual Mileage I Exceeds Mechanical Limits

Guaranteed
No Problem

e

GUARANTEED - None of these majortitle problems were reported by a state Department of Motor
Vehicles (OM V). If rou find that any of these title problems were reported by a OMV and not included in this
report, CARFAX wil buy this vehicle back.
View Certificate

l~rJrnl]C[i]! Additional History
Not all accidents I issues are reported to CARFAX

...,. Owner 1

Total Loss
No total loss reported to CARFAX.

No Issues Reported

Structural Damage
No structural damage reported to CARFAX.

No Issues Reported

Airbag Deployment
No airbag deployment reported to CARFAX.

No Issues Reported
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No Issues Indicated

Odometer Check
No indication of an odometer rollback.

Accident I Damage
No accidents or damage reported to CARFAX.

No Issues Reported

Manufacturer Recall
Check with an authorized Hyundai dealer for any open recalls.

No Recalls Reported

Basic Warranty
Origina l warrantv estimated to have 29 months or 39,592 miles remaining .

Warranty Active

Detailed History

Owner 1
Purchased:

than the industry average of 15,000

2017

miles per year.

Date

Personal Vehicle

Low mileage! This owner drove less

Mileage

10/18/2016

7,922 mi/yr

Source

Comments

Hyundai Motor America

Vehicle manufactured
and shipped to Colorado
- Original Mamifacturer's Suggested
- Retail Price: $26,980

12/20/2016

05/12/2017

9

71

06/28/2017

-

11/22/2017

12/27/2017

05/18/2018

5,492

9,989

07/06/2018

01/11/2019

14,699

Phil Long Hyundai
Colorado Springs, CO
719-575-7615
phillong.com
4.3
13 Verified Reviews$
Colorado
Motor Vehicle D~t.
Colorado
Motor Vehicle Dept.
Pueblo, CO
Title #02N291041
Phil Long Hyundai
Colorado Springs, CO
719-575-7615
phillong.com
4.3
13 Verified Reviews9

----

Phil Long Hyundai
Colorado Springs, CO
719-575-7615
phillong.com
4.3
13 Verified Reviews9
Phil Long Hyundai
Colorado Springs, CO
719-575-7615
phillong.com
4.3
13 Verified Reviews9
Colorado
Motor Vehicle Dept.
Pueblo, CO
Title #02N291041
Grease Monkey #50
Pueblo, CO
719-545-3389
https://mycarfax.com
/sign-up/grease-monk
ey-co-11

,-~

Original Window Sticker
Vehicle serviced
- Pre-delivery inspection completed

. ,.

Vehicle purchase reported
- Titled or registered as personal vehicle
Title issued or updated
- Registration issued or renewed
- First owner reported
- Loan or lien reported
Vehicle serviced

•

r

--- -

/~

.'

I"~

.

~

Vehicle serviced
- Maintenance reminder reset
- Oil and filter changed
- Tires rotated
- Electrical system checked
Vehicle serviced

,.'::¢, - Maintenance reminder reset
- Oil and filter changed
- Tires rotated

Registration issued or renewed
- Loan or lien reported

' r,
,..~

Vehicle serviced
- Recommended maintenance performed
- Cabin air filter replaced/cleaned
- Oil and filter changed

Case 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG
Document 51-1 Filed 01/23/20 Page 50 of 99 Page ID
4.7
#:631
25 Verified Reviews9

01/29/2019

14,827

06/14/2019

Dale Spradley
Pueblo, CO
spradley.com
4.5
56 Verified Reviews9

" , . Vehicle serviced

Colorado
Motor Vehicle Dept.
Pueblo, CO
Title #02N291041

Title or registration issued
- Loan or lien reported

Avoid financial headaches. Make sure the
loan has been paid off if you're buying
from a private seller.

10/02/2019

19,330

Grease Monkey #50
Pueblo, CO
719-545-3389
https://mycarfax.com
/sign-up/grease-monk
ey-co-11
4.7
25 Verified Reviews9

12/05/2019

20,408

Phil Long Hyundai
Colorado Springs, CO
719-575-7615
phillong.com
4.3
13 Verified Reviews9

12/21/2019

-

Vehicle serviced
- Recommended maintenance performed
- Air filter checked
- Oil and filter changed

~ f..
;"~\)

myCARFAX

Vehicle serviced
- Maintenance reminder reset
- Tires rotated

Manufacturer Recommended Maintenance
Schedules

r.AR
FOX

Get this vehicle's maintenance schedule,
service history and recall alerts at
myCARFAX.com.

Have Questions? Please visit our Help Center at www.carfax.com.

Glossary
First Owner
When the first owner(s) obtains a title from a Department of Motor Vehicles as proof of ownership.
Ownership History
CARFAX defines an owner as an individual or business that possesses and uses a vehicle. Not all title transactions represent changes
in ownership. To provide estimated number of owners, CARFAX proprietary technology analyzes all the events in a vehicle history.
Estimated ownership is available for vehicles manufactured after 1991 and titled solely in the US including Puerto Rico. Dealers
sometimes opt to take ownership of a vehicle and are required to in the following states: Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania and South Dakota. Please consider this as you review a vehicle's estimated ownership history.
Title Issued
A state issues a title to provide a vehicle owner with proof of ownership. Each title has a unique number. Each title or registration
record on a CARFAX report does not necessarily indicate a change in ownership. In Canada, a registration and bill of sale are used as
proof of ownership.

Follow Us:

0

facebook.com/CARFAX

@CarfaxReports

!BJ About CARFAX
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2017 HYUNDAI TUCSON
LIMITD/SPRT/ECO/SE
VIN:
4 DOOR WAGON/SPORT UTILITY
1.6L 14 F DOHC 16V
GASOLINE
ALL WHEEL DRIVE

m
m

No accidents reported to CARFAX

No damage reported to CARFAX

CARFAX 1-0wner vehicle

8 Service history records

Personal vehicle

20,408 Last reported odometer reading
This CARFAX Vehicle History Report is based only on information
supplied to CARFAX and available as of 12/21 /19 at 9:58:14 PM (CST).
Other information about this vehicle, including problems, may not have
been reported to CARFAX. Use this report as one important tool, along
with a vehicle inspection and test drive, to make a better decision
about your next used car.
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+ Detailed Specifications
- Dealer Notes
we·ve only recently received this vehicle, and it's
currently undergoing a rigorous inspection process
to ensure that only the best, hand-picked vehicles
are allowed on our lot. If you hurry, you can see it
before anyone else - schedule your test drive today!
All vehicles come with a vehicle history report.
(PL 11 S)Offer is valid through 2019-12-22.

+ KBB.com Consumer Reviews

etailed Pricing
Please

cf)
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November 30, 2019
To: Capstone Law APC Attn: Mark A. Ozzello, Esquire
1875 Century Park East Suite 1000
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Subject: Objection to OCT Settlement for Trading In or Selling My Vehicle
Vehicle Vin #

,- -

-2015 Hyundai Sonata ECO model purchased 7/30/2015

Name of Owner: Terry L Kell

Discussion of Objection to Provisions for Trading In or Selling Vehicle Within Four Years of Purchase:
I purchased the vehicle on July 30, 2015, new, from Bentley Hyundai in Huntsville, Alabama and have
attached the document that confirms that purchase. I received your notice of Proposed Class Action
Settlement in mid- November 2019, which was approximately 3 Yz months after the fourth anniversary
of the vehicle purchase. I was informed by "Mattie" at Hyundai USA (866)-944-7620 on November 25,
2019 that the Proposed OCT Settlement requires that the vehicle be sold within Four years of the
purchase date in order to qualify for the diminished value compensation.
My objection is therefore that I could not sell the vehicle within the four year deadline because I was
not notified and aware of the settlement until AFTER the four deadline had expired.
I am therefore, respectfully, requesting that the four year deadline be waived and I be allowed to sell my
vehicle after the final order is signed by the presiding judge and the effective date is established, with a
claim that is filed within 120 days of the effective date, as currently proposed by the settlement. The
vehicle would be less than five years old at that point and the settlement terms would be approved for
the diminished value compensation. This would also allow for the vehicle to be repaired by the dealer
who has ordered a new clutch pack that is now on National Backorder.
Please give this request your timely professional consideration, given the facts that notice was AFTER
the four year deadline to sell the vehicle which precludes my fair and just treatment under the
proposed settlement.
I would appreciate your response and comments to this request as soon as reasonably possible for
planning purposes as I will need to trade the vehicle in on a new 2020 Hyundai Sonata in early 2020 in

I~
Tel
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CAB INVOICE

Bentley
HYUODAI
BENTLEY AUTO, INC.
3805 University Drive • Huntsville, AL 35816
SOLD TO:
ADDRESS:

YEAR

IN$lf8ANCE COVEBAGEINCUJDES

0
0

D FIRE AND THEFT
0 COLLISION - AMT. DEDUCT.

PUBLIC LIABILITY, AMT.
PROPERTY DAMAGE -AMT.

OPDQNALEOUtPMENianct ACCESSORIES
DESCRIPTION

FINANCING

Penalty of fifteen dollars ($15) due if vehicle is not registered in the name of
the new owner within 20 calendar days.

INSURANCE
TOTAL TIME PRICE
SETT1£MENT:
DEPOSIT
CASH ON DELIVERY

USED CAR

PAY-OFF
PAY-OFF TO

The Seller, Bentley Auto, Inc., hereby expressly disclaims all warranties, either
express or implied, including any Implied warranty of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose and Bentley Auto, Inc. neither assumes nor
authorizes any other person to assume for it any liability in connection with
the sale of the vehicle.

Legends ODOMETER READING IS THE ACTUAL MILEAGE

&\VS:>
f\.Jov~-c
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(A.Jo•~so)

NOTICE OF PROPOSED CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
Did you buy or lease a Hyundai 2015-2017 Sonata Eco, 2016-2017 Tucson, or 2016-2017
Veloster vehicle equipped with a dual-clutch transmission ("Class Vehicles")? A proposed
class action settlement may affect your rights.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT:
DCTSettlement.HyundaiUSA.com
If you do not have internet access, request more information by calling 866-944-7620.

:

~:: ·.

·--~-

~ - . Submit.
~ ·c1aim·- ~orm
to Receive. th~ Foilo,w ing B~neflts: .,
-- -- ·.,
·-..
---- '-·"

7

0

",
'--

-

-

._...

(1) Reimbursement for
Diagnostic Visits
and Repairs

Class members may claim full reimbursement of
reasonable costs incurred for any type of repair,
replacement, diagnosis, or inspection related to the
dual-clutch transmission ("OCT") on a Class Vehicle.

(2) Compensation to
Troubleshoot, Diagnose,
or Repair OCT-Related
Symptoms

Class members may claim compensation for having
to make multiple visits to an authorized Hyundai
dealership to troubleshoot issues with a OCT-equipped
Class Vehicle.

(3) Compensation for
Trade-Ins or Sales

Individuals who have traded-in or sold (or will trade-in
or sell) their Class Vehicle because of OCT-related
complaints may claim compensation.

To Opt-Out: If you wish to forego these benefits and not participate in the settlement,
you may exclude yourself. Please visit OCTSettlement.HyundaiUSA.com for more
information.
To Object: If you wish to object to the proposed settlement, you may do so. Please visit
DCTSettlement.HyundaiUSA.com for more information.

21723

.

·~
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<8>HYUnDRI

Hyundai Motor America
P.O. Box 27 04

PRESORTED
FIRST-CLASS MAIL

Huntington Beach. CA 92547

U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
HYUNDAI

Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG

TERRY L KELLY
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ID
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~ (-iJl,

www.bentleyauto.com
:ustomer:

11111

Stock i: 71951
TERRY L KELLY

Local (256) 713-0505
Fax (256) 713-0521
Toll Free (866) 894-3620

C!ite Out: 08/0712012)
Time-In: 13: 11 Out ·
12386 Out:

----~~~--'~==:::::;:;;==----~~~=-~

HYUN SONA.TA ECO BLK
y : DANIEL A . RO RS

VIN:

Delivered: 07/30/2015
Home:
Cellular: N/A
In Service: 07/30/2015
E-mail: +
Comment: WAIT created 2017-08-04 04:28:00pm taken by Lori Wangenstein
Advisor: 001213-NATHAN P. SOCKWELL
Hat: 010
Date In: 08/07/2017
>P Acct
Tech
Hours
Complaint/Cause/Correction
Per Unit Extended Price
[ WARRANTY
A WP
000367H
RECALL
C/S: 164 -2015MY SONATA & GENESIS SEDAN PARKING BRAKE
!="11(.s-r "D cI \.( 1.s rr
SWITCH REPLA
PERFORMED RECALL 164 PARKING BRAKE SWITCH REPLACEMENT PER
{ 2 3 f?' (_ ,_, ll.QS
HYUNDAI REQUEST. FOLLOWED TSB 1701054 AND REPLACD SWITCH.
CHECKED OPERATION AND SWITCH WORKS AS DESIGNED. RECALL 164
COMPLETE.
Parts:
1
93830-BlOOl-QQH
SWITCH ASSY-PARK BRAKE

"

B

c

INTERNAL ]
ISP
000367C
MULTI-POINT INSPECTION OEM RECOMMENDED
COMPLETED COMPLIMENTARY WALKAROUND AND MULTIPOINT INSPECTION
PLEASE SEE ATTACHED REPORT FOR COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
[ WARRANTY ]
WP
000367H
CUTOMER STATES IN NORMAL MODE, WHEN TAKING OFF HESIATES, AND
SOMETIMES HESITAES AND AND STUMBLES INBETWEEN lST AND 2ND G
EAR. CUSTOMER GAVE ME TSB #480377. NHTSA 100827. TSB#
5NP-S9D9P-10
CUSTOMER STATES THAT IN NORMAL MODE WHEN TAKING OFF HESIATES
AND SOMETIMES HESIATES AND STUMBLESIN BETWEEN lST AND 2ND
GEAR. CHECKED FOR ANY CODES IN SCAN AND FOUND NO DTC'S.
CHECKED FOR UPDATES AND FOUND THAT THERE WERE TWO NEW
UPDATES FOR VEHICLE ON TRANSMISSION AND ENGINE. UPDATED BOTH
PER CUSTOMER SATISFACTION. TEST DROVE VEHICLE AND VEHICLE
WORKS AS DESIGNED.
Customer Total Due:

'Any warr.:in~ie:J on the part!!I' ar.d acce.s:!l'orie.s .!Old are tho!le i!l!laed by t!le 111.ilr.~!cJic:urer. The c~t:omer •.ind:e:.!ltaD'i:I l)nd. a.gree5 the Dealer maka.s no wan::an~ie!I o! any le.ind, e;icpre!l5eci or
1r.d d~~.::lair.a.s al] w.:irra."llt.!es, i.ncludi.nq waT:=-anti.P."' of merch~nr.ability of or .Z.itne!'ts for- a pn.rtt.:i;.lar purpo.!le, wlth regard to 1:.he part:t and/or acces$ories purcha.8ed dnd !\@rvice work
}C!tor.r:-e::L In no <'-.•ent shal~ Dealer- be llable fo.r incidt:?nt.al or COO!!lequential da1>aqes or caNOOrcial lruises airising OLll of the !!lervicc or repair!!I pc=forsied.'"'

0.00

i~li~d;

·cusc.cmcr .s:id Dealer 11grce lhat all clain.s, dcmand.s, disputes or controversie:i. a! every klnd or nature, that. mig:ht arlso "betwoen them COllCe.rnlng any of the nc9otlo.t.ioos fo.r se.i::vicc,
)Etrfor!nance of !!lervics .. o~ repair!!! to :he vehicle, charges for service, adequacy of such !!le.rvice and repairs, and all other aspects of the service and repairs perfocned on L.he ·.rl'l!llcle st.~1:
>e .'letr.led by bindinq arbitration. Arbitrar.ion conducted pl!rsu.a:it to thf!I provi1'ion!'I of 9 U.5.C. Sect!on 1,et. :"leq. and according to the t"ules of the B@tt.er BW1l:iess Bureau of :.iorc.h r,:iab..1;r.1,
:nc. Either party ruy demand arbitrac.jc.n by filing a wri.r.ten demand for cl.Tblt.rat!o:i, aJanq with ~he .statenerit of the matt.~r of controver:ty fifth t:he Better ikJsJness 9creau of Ho!t!l l\.ln.Wr.n,
nc ...
! autho.cizc the Dcale.1" t-0 diagw:i~e p.rub1ea3 and to pe.r!1nm the approp.ria-;:e repairs or service work described abovo. 1 agroo to pay the Dealer the ch.argc~ !or the repair a.ad sQrv!.•.;c w•Jd.
!.ncl~ding Hiscellar..eous Charge for expenses, s•.ach as shop su~!ies, fluids~ a~e..!'ives, c!eaner3, and ot.her expendable items, as well as re.:r.oval o! haUJo.rdous waste. I <Jg:-ee t.h<J':.
he Dealer is riot .responsible for lo.!.S or &ma.c:e to the vehicle or art:icles left. in the vehicle in t:he even: of fire, theft o:- ot.het: caase; nor will the Dealer be held responsible .fer .:iny
lelily in repairs cau!led ty tllP. unavailabillt.y or delay in delivery of parts. I grant t:o t.he Dealer permission to operate t.he vehicle on the street.s or elsewhece for the purpcse of o:.est~nq
1r.dlor- insp<:-ct:. io'1. An cxpr<!:S!! !Toechanic' s I ier1 181 hereby acknO'otlcdgec on the veh:'..c.l.e to BCCt.:TC th<! amount of repair/sccvicc thereto.

Je~fcr111ed,

ignature:
rinted: 08/07/2017 03:01:40 PM

COLLISON LINK AUGUST 1ST
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Date Out: 06/19/20 18
1~ Local (256) 713-0505
',."
Fax (2 56)713-0521
S~Vi..sra- Time-In: l..3:l4 out: 13:53
Toll Free (888) 464~
0170 .8'-3>-t.abi f'liles - In : 1 6560 Out : l6561

1

<8> HYUnDRI
www.bentleyhyundai.com
ustomer:

111111

""kr2015
s-,-w 'S 't'. .t::: \/~Ft~
HYUN SONATA ECO BLK

VJ:H:

Stock #: 71951
TERRY L KELLY

Sold By: DANIEL A. ROGERS

-·-

Delivered: 07/30/2015
In Service: 07/30/2015

Home:
Work: N/A
Cellular: N/A
E-mail: +
~visor: 000007-STEPHANIE A. SMITH
Hat: 602
P Acct
Tech
Hours
Complaint/Cause/Correction

Date In: 06/19/2018
Per Unit Extended Price
customer Pay Labor:
15.13
customer Pay Parts:
18.51
customer Pay Miscellaneous:
-3.36
CUST. PAY SHOP SUPPLIES AND/OR HAZARDOUS WASTE REM:
1.13
customer Pay Subtotal:
customer Pay Sales Tax:

31.41
0.73

w~ customer Total Due:

32.14
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.ny warranties on the parts and acce!lsorles sold are those issued by tbe manufacturer. The cu•t:~ uoda.cst.cnda .s:nd &q1:eu
O'C
id dhclaine all wa.r::rantie•,. inclodin!J warr•ntiea ot -.rcbantabilit:y of or lit:nas• for • partical.Ar pai:pose, .d.th reqard to the parte and/or ace89sories purduised and service wort
·rto.r::med. In no event shall !Maler be liable for inclden:tal or COD!leqaeatial damages or ~rd.al los•ea ari.sl09 out of the service or repaire perfonted. •

ustoma.r and Dealer agree tba.t a.11 claims, demands, disputes or controvereiea of eYery kind or n.atue,. that al.!Jbt a.rJ.se betwen them ~i.dlJ a.Dy of the negotiations for service,
rfonunce of service, or repairs to the ~hicle, cbargee for a•rvice,. adequacy of such se.rvie9 and repair., and •11 other aapects of the service and repa.J..rs parlo'C9ed oa 1:..ba Tehicle shall
•ettled by bindin9 arbitration. Arl>itration conducted pursuant to the proviaions of 9 u.s.c. Section 1,.et. eeq. and accordiruJ to the rules of the Better Busi.De1H SaEeaiu o.l Yortb Alabama,
c. Either party may ~ arbitration by fillr19 a vrJ..tten demiind for arbitratla1,. alon!J with the 111t.atement of the matter o~ controversy Nith the Better Businu:!I Bureau of llorth Alabal:liil,

c.•
antborize the Dealer to di119D09a problems and to perlorm the appropriate rvpalr111 or 111erri.ee work dll3CcJ.bad aboT9. I agree to pay the Dealer tbe charges for the cepair and sert"ice wort
rfoEJDed, includin9 Hlscellaoaovs O\arcJ• for eq>ensas, sudl 431 shop suppliea, floicb, adbll.9ivaa,. cleaners, aod ottter espmdable items, a..t1 • l l a..s remo.al of b.az.azdous . .sta. I •gree that
e Dealer h not respon.11ible for loss or dallllUJ• to the vehicle or article.a left in tbe ffhicle in the llVl!D.t of Uza,. theft or otbar e&ose1 nor vill tbe Dealer be he.ld respon11ible for any
lay in repair' caused by the ona•ailahility or delay in delivery of pa.rte. I grant to the Dealer pez:ml•s1on to operate tbe •ehicle on the rtreeta or elsewhere for the purpose of testing
d/or in.!ipeetlon. An e:Jq)re.ss mecbanic"s lien is hereby actncwledqed on the vehicle to secure tbe mount of arpai"t/serTice the.reto .

~

cgnat=JL\~
:inted: 06/19/2018 01:53:46 PM

THANK YOU
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Date Out: 06/19/2018

~ HYUnDRI
www.bentleyhyund.ai.com
istomer:

Local{256)713-0505
Fax (256} 713-0521
Toll Free (888) 464-01 70

11111

Stock #: 71951
TERRY L KELLY

Time-In: 13:14 Out: 13:53
Miles-In: 16560 Out: 16561

2015 BYUN SONATA ECO BLK
Sold By: DANIEL A. ROGERS

Vl:N:

Delivered: 07/30/2015
In Service: 07/30/2015

Home:
Cellular: N/A
E-mail: +
\dvisor: 000007-STEPHANIE A. SMITH
Hat: 602
? Acct
Tech
Hours
Complaint/Cause/Correction
[ CUSTOMER PAY
\ CP
000261
LOF
TO PERFORM OIL CHANGE SERVICE, INCLUDES
CHANGE OIL & FILTER, INSPECT & TOP OFF FLUIDS, LUBE DOORS,
SET TIRE PRESSURES & 29 POINT INSPECTION.
*****COMPLETED OIL CHANGE SERVICE--THANK YOU!
Parts: 1
26300-35504
FILTER ASSY-ENGINE OIL
21513-23001
GASKET-ENGINE OIL PLUG
1
4
10-9016
5W/30 SYNTHETIC BLEND

Date In: 06/19/2018
Per Unit Extended Price
Labor Total:

15.13

7.00
1.15
2.59
Total Parts:
Operation Total:

7.00
1.15
10.36
18.51
33.64

Labor Total:

0.00

DLR02 COUPON:
Operation Total:

-3.36
- 3.36

[ INTERNAL ]
3

ISP
000261D
CUSTOMER DECLINED TIRE ROTATION
[ INTERNAL
ISP
0002610
***COMPLIMENTARY MULTIPOINT INSPECTION***
COMPLETED COMPLIMENTARY WALKAROUND AND MULTIPOINT INSPECTION
PLEASE SEE ATTACHED REPORT FOR COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
[ CUSTOMER PAY ]

J

~

CP
DLR02
000261
10% OFF MILITARY DISCOUNT
UP TO $30 OFF COUPON
PLEASE SEE COUPON FOR DETAILS

[ INTERNAL
ISP
000261D
CUSTOMER DECLINED OTHER GENERAL MAINTENANCE
RECOMMEND 15,000 MILE SERVICE AT THIS MILEAGE

.ny warranti•3 on the parts and acce3soriea sold are t.bo.:se hsued by tbe manufacturer. The CW!lltcaer under'1:and!I and a9ree3 the Deale.t .-a.ke• uo warranties of any kind., ~ltd QL..illc.11.~
d di3cb.iD.S all -'Ur.antiu. lnol11d.in9 vatr,.nties ot -..erd\.antabil.ity of or £.ltneu tor a part1c:obr_P.Mnt'>H.a- ~

rfon)ed. Jn no ovent. ab.all ~•r be Uable for incidental or con9equent!·------·-- ·
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3: !'.!' . k
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7'P e:!...

c.r>
u.stcaer and Dealer egrea tbat all claims, deaao<b, diapu.tiaa or controftllr.5.
rfonMDca of 3ervice. or ~ir.s to the vehicle., char;u tor s~ic•, acW
settled by bind1n9 aJ:bitraUon. Arbitration conducted PQr•wmt tc the pr

, • •

::3::

c. £1tber party may d.mwnd ;ubitra.tion by filing • vrltt.n dem.l:nd for arb

2

c.•
authoxiz.e th• Dealer to 41.4AJD0se probleas ud to pttrfona th• appropriate
rfonaed, includ.1.nq Mlacell~ Charqa for ozpena•~. sad\ as :ihop aupplit'
e Dealer 1~ not re:Jp00.31bl• for loss or damaqe to tbe vehicle 01: •rticlea
lay in repai.u coused by tbe un.availabilicy or delay in deli•ery o f parta ,
d/or inSpaction. ~ expre:iis ~iUc' s lien ia hereby acknowiedqed on the
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RO·

vi

3805 University Drive
Huntaville. AL 358 16

281006-0PD
Cashier:
Date Out: 10/31/20U

se: e. ~c..r-r .i oio..l
'- "" fl ts v E-f'SQl. S::-1.J<.

"i's'/

3~)CC

•

Local (256) 713-0505 ~'ta.- caa..y ,:~vo
Fax (256) 713-0521
"7:>01..HJ-'
Time-In: 09: 51 Out: 11: o:
Toll Free (888) 464-0170 UYLI'-'
Miles-In: 25038 Out: 2503'
~~E-

Customer: -

Stock

I: 71951

VIN:

2015 HYON SONATA ECO BLI

Sold By: DANIEL A. ROGER

TERRY L KELLY

-·-

Delivered: 07/30/201
Home:
N/A
Cellular:
In Service: 07/30/2015
E-mail:
Comment: Web Appt created 2019-10-29 10:27:00am taken by Stephanie Bingham Cu
Advisor; 000007-STEPHANIE A. BINGHAM
Hat: 370
Date In: 10/31/20J
OP Acct
Tech
Hours
Com:pl.aint/Cause/Correction
Per Unit BzteDded Pric
[ EXTENDED WARRANTY ]
Q• I
A ISP2
001211H
DIAG
Labor Total:
CUSTOMER STATES CAR WAS FIRST SEEN AUG,17TH 2017 UPDATED
TRANS SOFTWARE.JUNE THE 19TH OF 2018,TALKED TO CARY
ABOUT VEHICLE. JERKING AND STUMBLES,WAS TOLD TO DRIVE IN
SPORT MODE ,CUSTOMER DID SEEMED TO BE ALITTLE BETTER.CUSTOMER
WOULD L'IKE FOR OS TO CRECK FOR ANY UPDATES. DRIVE IF
NEEDED. WORSE ON INCLINE,AFTER FIRST GEAR DOES GOOD.
THERE IS A UPDATE AVALABLE BUT ONLY AFTER THE REPLACEMENT OF
THE DAUL CLUTCH.
PERFROMED THE JUDDER TEST AND CAR FAILED TEST.
ORDER DAUL CLUTCH FOR CAR ANDF UODATE WILL BE DONE AFTER
DUAL CLUTCH REPLACEMENT.
SET-DOUBLE CLUTCH
Parts: 0 SO
41200-20220
SNAP-RING
0 so
4106B-2DOOO
Operation Total:
0

B

[ EXTENDED WARRANTY
001211C
INSP
ISP2
MULTI-POINT INSPECTION OEM RECOMMENDED
COMPLETED COMPLIMENTARY WALKAROOND AND MULTIPOINT INSPECTION
PLEASE SEE ATTACHED REPORT FOR COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Labor Total:

(

Operation Total:
Customer Total Due:
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YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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~(:p, 1...J-rrv'\.cO...n--0il.E:OLD c.C
#:642

(@HYUTIDAI
www.bentleyhyundai.com
Stock I: 71951
.stoaer: TERRY L KELLY

3805 University DriveCl.u"T"C<J r-...t::7l"" ":!)7JC::
RO: 281577-0PEN
Huntsville AL 35816 ~ 1 l/l 1''" "'DL}c;:-r::>
Cashier:
•
~ ...s ••.Jt:rrr::>..Jr->._ Date- Out : 11/14/2019
Local (256) 713-0505 r3';>c...~ ~
Fax (2 56} 713-0521
~OU' 'rime- In; 13 :35 Out: 13:39
Toll Free (888) 464-0170 l&..H~l t Cf Miles - In : 25310 Out : 25312
VIN:

2015 RYUN SONATA ECO BLK

Sold By: DANIEL A. ROGERS

Home :
N/A
Cellular:
E-mail:
rlvisor: 000007-STEPHANIE A. BINGHAM
Hat:
Acct
Tech
Hours
Com.p1aint/Ca:nse/Correcti.on.
[ EXTENDED WARRANTY
ISP2
000999C
PARTS ON NATIONAL BACKORDER FOR DUAL CLUTCH
MADE CUSTOMER APPOINTMENT NOVEMBER llTH,2019
WAS ADVISE THE PART IS ON NATIONAL BACKORDER
UNTIL DECEMBER 10,2019

Delivered: 07/30/2015
In Service: 07/30/2015
Date In: 11/14/2019
.Extended Price

Per Unit

Labor Total:

0.00

Operation Total:

0.00

Customer Total Due :

0.00

•Y 1i1u.::anti.,_. Ql ~ part.I a=d aceil!S'sM.i•s .Kil.d •:.e t!llOsoe i.5:n1ed by the aan.ut.c~er. The ~ste9Kt w:derata:Jdl" Md aq~s the IJ!el!;l<f!r saian :t0 14rraa':.itl5 of aay k.J.a.:l, erpressed ~ iJIFli-ed;
·J dlsiclai~ al) 110:-r.a.."\t!a., io.:.lwfi0)9 tar~.ant..!a~ o.! •rdMriocah1Ury of oc fit~ f~~ .11 iM'rtia:l..r pm:~. with ~rd to 'th@ part:S aAd/or:. .itCCe950f'i'"' paccha541:d •Dd aerv!ce »0rt
~f¢~d. ln nc, ~YU:: aM11 ile.ol.le't bei llable !'or h1eideci.Ul or- con-.equotttAa.l diln&Qes or ~rchl loa•o.s •r-l'1rrq oat. of tbe s.ervloa. or rq:i.eira perf:-:>c••i:L"'

ntc:aor •nd Daale:: aqrte ttw:.-: ~11 cl.lino:, dl!D.r,<b., ~..ire:t v:- Ci7ntr.,-.ienie:s o! u'"IT ki:Jd c.-: Mt.u.:~. :.hat" aii;ht ui.se between t?l'9 coac:a.rn.109 ny ol t.h9 MqOt.iatiaoa !or :s-erwlce,
:foraar.c• of saniC't!'. at" ~i~ to the ~cte, do.Ai?$ for Sfln-ic.,. ~c-1 Qf ~ '9-('Tiat amt r91>11.iJ::3, ;u:.;t. a.11 ot.~•= l.$peet.~ ~~ t..be :terdc. r.w:I r:.p.ica ~~ oo t..b.e vebJ.cl• shall
..s-et"tled by bind!.oq .;r,rp.ituY.1cn. Ar.b~tr.ar.inn ~ ~r:u.i~nt. 1;.o tM p:ovi.d...oc..9 :i! 9 {t.S.C. $l<1;.i°"' 1. eL. ~. 6nd .iu:c=rrdinq t.".'I 'tto...& n:1._. ot th~ Batur:c Blis.iftll'dt ... f'ea!li af Nort.h A.l,.bana,
:. E.it.l'utr pa.rty sqy dem.AGd aJ'b!.:tra~t,:,r. ~- !lUr~ .a vritten d!D.a:id for .. roitut..iaa, alcnq Vit....t\ llt• ,.~u~:: of t:be mrit.t.er ~f oon:t..,..,l!.UY wlth the ktter Busi.ARU 8G::9a0 of 5orth AhbV'!I,

,_.

autho:1:e ic.be Oiit.14'u to ola9b02• probl.-e -.no ~o ~rfo:m thlil! awr"'f>d.etv r~ira or ~r'\'ic:e Wtr'-k tasc.Libed ~. l 69:1M: co pay the Deal•r tha dl:.arQe• for th• ~r a.id ::s19cvice ltof'Orlt
:fot"Dtd, iDclD'Jing MiS<*ll•1"14oOfd Cbe.i:qe, for ~.s. a::...Jeb z.s s~ suR,·1U•11. flui<!s,
c:l'UltA..r•• a~ ott.u ~ i~-. a:J wll a• !:_,.,.al ;;,f baurdoc: waste. 1 lMJr•e t.hat
' O.aler:.- is 1'0t respc.n8ible for lo:t1s or daN,CJll 'CO ~ ""9Jl.!.cl• or acdclu 1111£'t. in die: Yab.i..cie ist t:1s'1I ...:.at. of Ure, t.Mtt or ot.ber ca~; aor vill the Dealer bm beld C113pC1R:d..bl• for .sny
ay 1J:I r•Poi.rs eaused by t.l'wt uni1,.-.ailab1U~y Ot" dl!.lay in de-livery of par:!I. I CJZ:ilr..t: t.o the" O.al«.:t pe~•l:in to ~·u t.he W!trlc.le on the .ert..n•ts or •l...,....eore for tbe porpo.99 ot te.st.ioq
J/oc lMpection. /VJ CJq:ires.e eoc:R.ankc•.21 lle<1 l.s t1eC'letly eebowlC'do)ed C)ll Ulill! v&hicle to aecare t..be aount af rGp.litlservloe t.hettt.o.
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Objection to settlement in: Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG
Being made by me, Ron Leclair, or Ronald G Leclair, residing at
-

and my phone number is . . _

For the vehicle: 2017 Hyundai Veloster Turbo with VIN

with about

25,000 miles

As a member of this class, I am writing to object to the requirement that I have multiple visits to
the dealership in order to receive an allowance for sale or trade-in. My objection applies only to
me.
I have experienced multiple occurrences of my vehicle not engaging its transmission while in
intersections. I never brought my car to the dealership as I didn't expect that this was
something that they could or would fix. Now that this issue has been made public, the value of
my vehicle is most certainly diminished, and I feel I should be compensated in the event I
should choose to sell or trade my car, regardless of not having brought my vehicle to the
dealership.
I do not intend to appear in court, either myself or by counsel.

Ron Leclair

October 30, 2019

Case 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG Document 51-1 Filed 01/23/20 Page 63 of 99 Page ID
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How to Object
If you are a Class Member, you can object to the settlement if you don't like any part of it. You can give reasons why you
think the Court should not approve it. The Court will consider your views.
To object, you must submit a letter saying that you object, at the address contained in this Notice, saying that you are
objecting to the settlement in Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG. You must include: (i) your full
name, current address, and current telephone number; (ii) the model year and VIN of your Class Vehicle(s); (iii) a statement
of your objection, including all supporting factual and legal grounds; (iv) a statement of whether your objection applies only
to you, to a specific subset of the Class, or to the entire Class, (iv) copies of any documents you wish to submit in support;
and (v) your signature and the date of the objection.
If you intend to appear, in person or by counsel, at the Final Approval Hearing, you must say so in your objection. Any failure
to do so, or otherwise comply with the requirements listed, may be treated as a waiver of your objections to the settlement
and can lead to you being barred from speaking or otherwise presenting any views at the final approval hearing.
Lawyers asserting objections on behalf of Class Members must: (a) file a notice of appearance with the Court by December
26, 2019; (b) file a sworn declaration attesting to his or her representation of each Class Member on whose behalf the
objection is being filed or file (in camera) a copy of the contract between that lawyer and each such Class Member; and (c)
comply with the procedures described in this notice.
Mail the objection postmarked no later than December 26, 2019 to:

Class Counsel
Mark A Ozzello
Tarek H Zohdy
Capstone Law APC
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
&liL11 is 9z668 Los Angeles, California 90067
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Anthony Mandra, Sr.

November 10, 2019
201 7 Hyundai Tucson

To Whom It May Concern:
I give you permission to access y repair records at Lester Glenn Hyundai, 386 Route 37 Eat,
Toms River, NJ 08753. Additionally, permission is granted to access my BBB report that I was
advised to file by Diane C., National Consumer Affairs-Hyundai Motors of America Case
#HYU 1921464.
The reason I object to the settlement is because I started having problems with the
transmission at 2200 miles. I called about the situation and was told they look at the problem
during my first oil change. The first oil change was at 4900 miles and the bill is enclosed. That
occurred on 5/8/18.
My next visit was on 8/14/18 with an additional visit on 2/5/19 when the vehicle began to
escalate. I was told the scan for codes found nothing wrong. I went back again on 2/21 /19
and at that time they kept the car until 2/28/ 19. I was told they had replaced the
transmission and everything was fixed. The trans worked better for a little over one month but
had the car back to Hyundai on 4/30/19. On 9/25/19 the car was back to Hyundai again. I
returned Lester Glenn the following morning to accompany John (from Hyundai Corp.) on a
test drive when the engine was cold. John felt the trans stall and he ordered a special clutch
pack and fly wheel. Interestingly, John told me his wife has the same car and experiences
the same problem.
My car went back to Lester Glenn Hyundai on 10/14/19 when the parts for the repair had
finally come in. I got my car back on 10/15/19. The morning hesitation is better but the
lurching in bumper to bumper traffic is still bad and now the gas mileage has decreased.
Hyundai should replace my car with a newer model that does NOT have the problematic
duel-clutch transmission; which they claim is no longer in the Tucson model.
My first visit was on 5/18/18 with my most current visit on 10/14/19 and I still do not feel safe
driving my vehicle. The car is not even two years old and has been in the shop far more times
than our other vehicle that is over seven years old. When I buy a new car, I do not expect to
invest this amount of my personal time getting the car to function as it should have in the first
place.
Sincerely,

~~
Anthony Mandra

Jf-/a-11
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LESTER GLENN
AUTO

GROUP

JOB# 1 CHARGES------------ ---- ------- -- ------------------------ - -- -- ---------------------------

Hyundai

LABOR- · -- - ------ - --·---- - -- ----- --- ----- - ------------------- - - ------- - -- ---- - - -- --J# 1 DOHYZ1ST2015LOF 1ST FREE LOF
HOURS:
TECH(S):BBB
/Express 1st Free Otl Change - LG Maintenance Progra~
REGULARLY SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN PERFORMED FIRST LUBE OIL AND FILTER CHANGE
AS PER SALES AGREEMENT. CUSTOMER ADVISED THERE ARE 3
REMAINING OIL CHANGES TO BE USED WITHIN THE FIRST 2 YEARS
OF OWNERSHIP.

386 Route 37 East, Toms River, NJ 08753
732-349-4200. 877-81GLENN
fax 732-244-2212
www. lesterglenn. com

INVOICE <UMBER

PARTS--- -·-QTY---FP-NUMBER---------------DESCRIPTION------------· · ·-----UNIT PRICE1
263D0-35504
FILTER ASSY-ENGIN
4.D9
1
PKFFLS
KIT
17 .D9
1
21513-23DD1
GASKET-ENGINE OIL
****
6
OIL
OIL
**"*
TOTAL - PARTS

HYCS520812

CUSlnMEfl NUMRER

ANTHONY MANORA

RESIDENCE PlfONE

BUSINESS PHONE

ACJ\llSOR

TAG NO

i..,.E=R=I=C~C_
O_
UR_T_N~E~Y==-2_64_2-l~=-=--3_7_6_9_ _
LABOR RATF

LICENSE NO

-I
-----1

1-----------~--'-----------4

CARIBBEAN B

HU356261

COMMENTS

0

0

DELIVERY MILES

****
****

21.1B

MISC-----·CODE--------DESCRIPTION--·····-----------·-·-·--------CONTROL NO-----·--OC FREE OIL CHANGE
TOTAL · MISC

-35.0D
-3S.OD

JOB# 1 TOTALS·-------------------------------------------·--·---------···
LABOR
PARTS
MISC

12.32
21.18
-35 .00

JOB# 1 JOURNAL PREFIX HYCS JOB# 1 TOTAL
-1. 50
JOB# 2 CHARGES- -- - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - LABOR- - - - - --- -- - - - - - - - -- - - -"- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -J# 2 7DHYZ12 CUSTOME/~~~~~~iE6R:N~6~~~R HOURS:
TECH(S):BBB
LOANER
LOANER

WARRANTY

JOB# 2 TOTALS- - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·- • · - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- · · - - -- ·- JOB# 2 JOURNAL PREFIX HYCS JOB# 2 TOTAL
O.OD
JOB# 3 CHARGES···---------- --·-· ····-- ·- ------------- -- --------·-·--------------------------·--

SELLING DEALER NO.

LABOR-·----·-···------------------·- ·-·· ·--------- -- ---------··---- -- -- -----------J# 3 ODHYZ1
PERFORM MULTI POINT HOURS: D.DO TECH(S):BBB
_ :....;__:..=.;..;._ _ __._,N_vo-1c-e-D-AT-e- - - - -- - Multt · Polnt Inspection OEM reco~~ended
~ ..
05/08/18
05/08/18
TECHNICIAN PERFORMED FULL MULTI-POINT VEHICLE INSPECTION AS
"! REPRINT NUMBER
DELIVERY DATE
A COURTESY TO YOU WHILE YOUR VEHICLE WAS IN FOR SERVICE
~
12/29/17
TODAY. YOUR HYUNDAI CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN INSPECTED ALL FLUID
~1-------------1-~
oou
_CT
_l_
ON
-DATF
_ _ _ __ __
LEVELS AND CONDITION, TIRES, BRAKES, LIGHTS, BATTERY,
ffi
MO: 4905
CHASSIS AND SUSPENSION, AND CHECKED FOR ANY APPLICABLE
SAFETY CAMPAIGNS. PLEASE REVIEW ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE
WITH YOUR SERVICE ADVISOR.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS!!!!!!!!!

i,._-1-R-o-u11_:r._

4.09
17.09

MILEAGE

i-----~~----'--------'-----4-'-,_9_0_0_ _
vEARtMAKE'.t lfHYUNDAI/TUCSON/ 4DR FWD LTD

~
,.._

12.32

000177

23125

PAGE 1 OF 2

01 :SOpm

CUSTOMER COPY

WARRANTY

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]
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LESTER GLENN
AUTO

GROUP

Hyundai
386 Route 37 East, Toms River, NJ 08753
732-349-4200, 877-81GLENN
fax 732-244-2212
www.lesterglenn.com

INVOICE NUMBER

JOB# 3 JOURNAL PREFIX HYCS JOB# 3 TOTAL
0.00
JOB# 4 CHARGES--------------------------------------------------------------------------------LABOR- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ________________________________ _
J# 4 SOHYZZ
ENGINE ELECT CONCERN HOURS:
0.30 TECH(S):8B8
Custo~er States C.S THERE IS A HARD START IN THE MORNING AND
ONCE STARTED FEELS AS IF THE VEHICLE WANTS TO STALL OUT
STARTED OK AT THIS TIME CHECK FOR CODE FOUND NO CODES IN SYS
NO UPDATE AT THIS TIME
UNABLE TO DUPLICATE CUSTOMER'S CONCERN AT THIS TIME

WARRANTY

JOB# 4 TOTALS------------------------------------------------------------

HYCS520812

CUSTOMER NUMBER

JOB# 3 TOTALS------------------------------------------------------------

JOB# 4 JOURNAL PREFIX HYCS JOB# 4 TOTAL
0.00
_ _ __ _ __ _ _, JOB# S CHARGES- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - LABOR- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J# 5 OOHYCONCERN
NO OTHER CONCERN
HOURS:
0.00 TECH(S):888
CUSTOMER HAS NO OTHER CONCERNS
CUSTOMER HAS NO OTHER CONCERNS
CUSTOMER HAS NO OTHER CONCERNS

ANTHONY MANORA

1-=------------ - -- -- ----1
REs10ENCE PHONE
BUSINESS PHONE

WARRANTY

JOB# 5 TOTALS------- - ---- -- ---------- -------------------- --------------- JOB# S JOURNAL PREFIX HYCS JOB# S TOTAL

0.00

TAG NO

1. so

TOTAL - MISC

1. so

609-971-9017
COLOR

STOCK NO

TOTALS · -- · · - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - · - -- - -- - - - - - - --- - - - -- - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -

CARIBBEAN B
HU356261
~'1--c=o-MM-ENnl=. - - - - -- - - - ' -- - - - - - - -- - - ! ************IMPORTANT*****************IMPORTANT*************
e

ti;

000177

B 1--R-o~
DA=
UE---------r1Nvo-1c=E-DA~:r~
E --------1

*YOU MAY RECEIVE
*You. IF FOR ANY
*PLEASE CALL OUR
*SATISFACTION IS

~

05/08/18

*

e

DELIVERY MILES

SELLING DEALER NO.

~ REf'flltIT NUM8ER

23125

05/08/18
DELIVERY DATE

12/29/17
i '- - - -M
-0- : _4_9_0_5____._PRO_D-UCTI
- ON
- M r E = - - - -- - - "

i'

A CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY EMAILED TO
REASON You CAN NOT GRADE us wnH s sTARs
SERVICE DEPT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. YOUR
OUR #1 CONCERN.

*
*FROM ALL OF US HERE AT LESTER GLENN, THANK YOU!!!!!!
*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*

TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL

LABOR ... .
PARTS ... .
SUBLET .. .
G.O.G ... .
MISC CHG.
MISC DISC
TAX ..... .

TOTAL INVOICE$

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

PAGE 2 OF 2

01 :SOprn

CUSTOMER COPY

[ EN D OF INVOICE )

12.32
21.1B
0.00
0.00
1.50
-35.00
0.00

0.00
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Hello,
My name is Christine Melville and I object to this matter as I have purchased this vehicle through
Carmax in Oct 2018 and they did not reveal the issue of this vehicle prior to the purchase. I now have a
vehicle that is beginning to have engine issues. I purchased the car last year in Oct 2018 and this suit
began in Aug 2017! This could not be more unfair and my rights as a consumer have been violated.
They charged FULL OVER PRICED on this vehicle and should not have with the ECO issue. I know with
their supposed points of inspections and Carfax that they cannot say they were not aware of the law
suit. I am appalled at the fact that at almost 55, telling them I needed a reliable NON issues vehicle
because it would most likely be my last newer car (15,000 to 18,000 apx miles on purchase), and now I
have a screwed up car and that it is unethical selling something that has a MAJOR defect in the car
system. I feel that Carmax and Hyundai are responsible for fixing this issue and getting me OUT OF THIS
CAR! I just hit 36,000 miles and my car has been acting MORE unusual. I wasn't too sure what this ECO
did or its purpose, I am still unsure of its use. I NOW KNOW that it seems to be causing the issue with
my car. I have no supporting docs of cost at this point since I have just made an apt with Ca rm ax to have
it looked at for the engine hesitations. Carmax use to be a Just company now they are shady as all the
rest. This is my third car with them and my last! My second experience wasn't the greatest either.
What am I supposed to do if this car engine ECO blows up and/or stops working? This is NOT JUST! I feel
Carmax and Hyundai should take care of this issue! Here I am stuck with a car that will no doubted have
serious complications with the engine!

Christine Melville

Hyundai Sonata ECO 2015
VIN#:

LINDA
PARKIS
Case 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG Document
51-1
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VIA CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED #7008 2810 000 1819 1206

November 2$, 2019
~·

~I)

RE:

.e.

LINDA PARKIS
HYUNDAI TUCSON YEAR 2017
VIN.
J.I.... ,

To Whom It May Concern:

Wylie. v, ,,,ur-.a

cJ 1,

,
"''O 0 1 1.t._v.0~1o:i-Voc-S'("
(Wle t'/ (4 1v • o • 1 b
(-}
/() o .JCJ r
,
.J,_

Q.

I am objecting to the Settlement because I want my car fixed . I have taken my 2017 Hyundai Tucson to the
Dealership twice for slow starting because the car will not go when I accelerate (documentation enclosed).
I was told by the Hyundai Technician this is normal for this car, and he said "didn't they tell you this when you
purchased the car"? I said no.
Who would purchase a car that feels like it is going to stall out when you make a left turn in front of an on-coming
car?
I called the phone #1-866-944-7620 and was told to take my car to Hyundai to get the car fixed. Hyundai is aware
of the problem and a new software to fix your car now.
I took my car in on May 11 , 2019 to Hyundai in Delray 655 N. E. 6 Ave. The Service Advisor was Richard Thomas
phone 561-265-0000. Mr. Thomas said there is not a recall or new software. I tried calling the phone #1-866-9447620 and they were closed for Veterans Day. I called the #1-866-944-7620 and told them I took my car to
Hyundai Dealership, as I was told to do by you and I was turned away.
They took down my information at the Hyundai Dealership and I was told that a Service Advisors would call me
and I have yet to hear back.
THE REASON I PURCHASED A NEW CAR OPPOSED TO A USED CAR IS I DID NOT WANT ANY
PROBLEMS . I ONLY HAVE 6,000 MILES ON MY HYUNDAI 2017 CAR AND I HAVE PROBLEMS. DOES THIS
SOUND FAIR TO YOU?
I WANT MY CAR FIXED. I HAVE LOST MY TIME BY TAKING IT INTO HYUNDAI ON 3 DIFFERENT
OCCASIONS.
I am objecting to the Settlement in Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-Doc-JCG.

S"

e

My name is Linda"Parkis, and my address is
phone
. Model Hyundai Tucson year 2017 Vin.
objecting because I want the car fixed.

My land line
. Date 11/26/17. I am

Sincerely,

Linq~ Pa~is /}
/
/ v./~//'~ !/

lP/ENCL9' URES

..
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NAPLETON'S HYUNDAI
CUSTOMER #:

111111

359979
*INVOICE*

ADRIENNE BERNSTEIN

2301 OKEECHOBEE BLVD.
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33409
PHONE (561 l 686-7137
. FAX (561 J 686-2092
HYUnDRI
HYUnDRI
www .wpbhyundai.com

®

®

PAGE 1

20MAY17 D

17:00 17MAY18

CFID

14:06 17MAY18 15:12 1 7MAYlB
LINE OPCODE TECH TYPE HOURS
A 70C061RO - TUCSON TEMP.SENSOR REPLACE (18-01-010-1
CAUSE:
RECALL Pl. 97143-C5000-.QQH THERMISTOR ASSY2078 SPINNEY,JUSTYN D LIC#: 2979
WH
_
1 9,7143-C5000-QQH THERMISTOR ASSY-A/C EVAP
PARTS:
0.00 LABOR:
0.00 OTHER:
0.00

LIST

17MAY18

NET

TOTAL

~

TOTAL LINE A:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *~*-*-*-*'*'**_"*"*-** * *-'!: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

on,, AND FT.t.TER CHANGE "".AND COMPLETE MULTI
POINT INSPECTION. _,,.,,
CAUSE : DUE
L
.•
-·
:±('
LIFE3 0 PERFORM NAPiffiTON ADVANTAGE OIL AND FILTE-N
CHANGE AND coMi?iETE Mui.a:'""i POINT -rns':PEcTroN-.
2078 SPINNEY ,JUS TYN;'.i'!J.L CCC#: 2979
-;m::
4
CFID \
r
14.50
1 26300-:35504 FI'LTER ~kti-y::::El.NGINE OIL
f
12.45
12.45
5 OJ:L DURAMAX SEMISYN1fIETIC 5W3 0
. I
2. 3 5
1. 30
PARTS:
18. 9 5 LABOR:
14.. 50. OTHER:
r). 0 0
TOTAL LINE B:

(N/C)
(N/C)
0.00

B PERFORM NAPLETON ADVANTAGE

*****************i************i****~****i***********

'

14.50
12.45

6.so

33.45

C PERFORM NAPLETON ADVANTAGE TIRE ROTATION
CAUSE: DUE
....
.
.
LIFElO PERFORM NAPLETON ADVANTAGE TIRE ROTATION
2078 SPINNEY,JU$TW D LIC#: 2979
:

c

I

10.00

ORM MAINTENANCE AS PER MENU
2078 SPINNEY,JUSTYN D LIC#: 2979
CFID
0.00 LABOR:
10.00 OTHER:

0.00
10.00

0.00

****************************************************
STATES SLbW CRANK ION THE AM
CUSTOMER STATES SLOW CRANK ION THE AM
20~8 SPINNEY,JUSTYN D LIC# : 2979

----

(N C

LESS INSURANCE
!SIGNED)·

DEALER, GENERAL MANAGER OR AUTHORIZED PERSON

(DATE)

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

.
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NAPLETON'S HYUNDAI
359979
CGSTOMER # . . . .
2301 OKEECHOBEE BLVD.

nC2ft.

<El;

WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33409
PHONE (561) 686-7137
FAX (561) 686-2092
HYUnDRI
1:1vunDRI
www.wpbhyundai.com

*INVOICE*
ADRIENNE BERNSTEIN
PAGE 2

vt::ItJ'

MV# 61407

VF# 1016972/1

CO:NT:561-752-1999

3085 ARMAND GUYNUP
2320/ 2 32 1
17MAY18
CFID
SOLD-STK:HU401392 ENG: 1. 6 Li ter

T8530

1 7MAY1 8

OPTIONS :

14:06 17MAY18 15:12 17MAY1 8
LINE OPCODE TECH TYPE HOURS
1 00275-20000 INTERSTATE BATTERY, AGM, H6A
1 B-TAX BATTERY TAX
PARTS: .
0. 00 LABOR:
0. 00 OTHER:
0. 00

LIST

TOTAL
(N/C)
(N/C)
0. 00

NET

TOTAL LINE D:

** ~ *************************************************

E CARE CARE EXPRESS - VEHICLE INSPECTION PERFORMED
HE99P CARE CARE EXPRESS - VEHICLE INSPECTION
PERFORMED
2078 SPINNEY I JUSTYN D I,,iLG# .- :2'9 7'9IPOLS
.....---.
-· 0 . 0 0 LABOR:
#" /
·o. 0 0 . O'THER :
0 . ·o0
TOTAL LINE E :
PARTS:
* * * * * * * * * * * "Jyl:"jr·tk * * * * * *!* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *' * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * *
F CUSTOMER REQUESTING CGIM'P LIMENTARY SERVICE E:X:TERI '2_~.ii WAS H A;ND INTERIOR
VACUUM
..
~~
±- ~
WASH CUSTOMER RE Q~ESTING q©1I:Pm~I\IIE:NTARY
EXTERIOR WASH 1A.ND ~~~R.lOR VACUUM
99IPOLS
.~&Jt"JF
0 . 0 0 LABOR:
frf. 0 0 OTHER:
' ,· 0 . 0 0
TOTAL LINE F :
PA.B-TS:

(l\i/C)

0.00

*

.

.

.

£

,.

.·

. ··

~;'

(N/C )
0.00

.·

***************** ********************~**************

•,,
A STANDARD CHARtlE FDA SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS IS MADE ON
EACH AEPAIA ORDER. THE AMOUNT OF THIS CHARGE WILL BE 10%
a!!cordance w·ILh 1h'ls ostlrna te nr'! thcisn th.ul maY bo offered by I.ho OF THE TOTAL LABOR. THIS WILL BE SHOWN IN THE LOWER RIGHT
m nnufootur~r . The 5tlh11r litm!by (]J:pm!lsly dir;cfaim1: ah warranties, !!lthe.t CORNER OF YOUR INVOICE IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. THE MAXIMUM
CJCPrl!Boed or l'::J!,fiud, lncludinp nny lmplll!d w11rranly of m!!lchnntabll 1y or AMOUNT CHARGED WILL BE $ 35.00 OR CHARGES.
fetns.ss 101 ti ~ uklr purpo s-D, ood neith er 1155umn ncr mnhorir:es any cuuu ARBITRATION AGREEMENT: Customer and the dealer agree that all
parSDn to il.SSUITI • for ii any llnb~lty In ronnoction wilh 1he solo ol pr!lduct5 or claims, disput es, or controversies of every kind or n11u,Jre that may arise
SDrvleO Gs-alcl under thCI terms or lhi5 astlm.oto.. Ports and labor llfC gu.s.n.11110.cd between the customer and dealer related to the seNicing of the vehicle
for 12 mcnthl t1r 121 000 tniltH, whtchovc.r comes lln:n . Srttlr;r dQM net shllll bo ~tU l C d by binding rubltration in a<reorc!a11t"n with the
guBJ'mtqn tha wor,..Jcrfumn.~d Jn !llj:cordancc wfth this .e.stimatn win corr~ i ..Supii lcmlti'UilrV Prgii;tidures For Con.wmer-Related Dfa:puta:• rules of the
Arnorlciln Arbitration AsSoclation the:n in effect, suth arb"itr.a1io11 shall be
an y riroblem 'fl'•cttf
on tho dnocrip1ion of rho onmrtlalnL
held in Florida, and judgement upon reward rendered by the Arbitratpt{s)
"Thi< ch•rij• reyrooonts casts und profits to the motor rep air raemty tor may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof.
LIMITED W A RRANTY : The o~y Wilrrantiml opplyinQ to lho P!ll'Lls) instaU~"'

micollonoous !Jlcp 11Uppll"" or waste disposal." [s.659.90414) Tho Sro19 of
Flarida rcquifES -a t 1.00 fee to bo ('Oil.ec:tnd for each nuw tire sold Tn tho stoU!
($. 403 . 718, 1IJ1d ; 1 .so fno to be

..aollet:rod

battery sold in the state [s.403. 7185)
ISIGNEDI

.

ALL PART S NEW OR FACTORY REBUILT UNLESS
OTHERWISE INDICATED.
for each new 0 £ ramanufactured
.CUSTOMEll HEf1EBY ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF ABOVE MENTIONED
VEHICLE AND RECEIPT OF INVOI CE HEREOF.

DEALER, GENERAL MANAGER OR AUTHOA:i:ED PERSON

,,

IDATEI

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

-..-...

,..n..,...,,,T:t~

,., ,..... T'\ "l: F

':,@?',E:bes.oiirRr10~

----:..

-~-

(:;;:~d'.'

. ' -'::J6.M;l$l'":{
2 4.50
18;95
0.0 0
0.00
0.00

LABOR AMOUNT
PARTS AMOUNT
GAS, OI L, LUBE
SUBLET AMOUNT
MISC. CHARGES
TOTAL CHARGES

43 . 45

LESS INSURANCE

43.45
0... . 00

SALES TAX

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

..

r:-:;:

"

~--:::~::=:·:·:·

·C.·ii·ji.'[::t··

:t.·---.,.,..,..,

<1.'©JJ

...

-
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NAPU:TON'S HYUND.O.l

367690

CUSTOMEE #: -

* I:NVOICE*
ADRIENNE BERNSTEIN

2301 OKEECHOBEE BLVD.
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33409
PHONE (561) 686-71 37
FAX (561) 686-2092
HYUnDRI
www.wpbhyundai.com

(~BY

PAGE 1
SERVICE ADVISOR:

GREY

17

VF# 1016972/1

MV# 6140

3085 ARMAND GUYNUP

HYUNDAI TUCSON

3118 3118
WATT 22AUG18
CASH
OPTIONS:
SOLD-STK:HU401392 ENG: 1 . 6 Li ter

20 MAYl7 D

r(

·1 4: 17 22AUG18 15: 44 22AUG18
LIST
LINE OPCODE TECH TYPE HOURS
NET
A CLIENT STATES CLIENT STATES AIR CONDITIONING GOES IN AND OUT, WORKS
SOMETIMES BUT NOT CONSISTENT
CAUSE:
HVAC MY AC DOESN'T WORK
1306
WH
1 97143-C5000-QQH THERMISTOR ASSY-A/C EVAP
TOTAL LINE A:
PARTS:
0.00 LABOR:
0.00 OTHER:
0.00
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *-*--*-*' *..* * '*''* * *--* *·* '*:.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
B MULTI-POINT INSPECTION OEM RECOMMEl\J'"DED
HE99P MULTI-POINT INSPE'CTION OEM RECOMMENDED
1306IPOLS
PP1.RTS:
0. 0 0
LABOR:
0. O;{)
OTHEP.:
0. 0 0
TOTAL LINE B:

'I

22ATIG18

TOTA

(N/C
(N/C
0.0

(N/C
Q. QI

******************* ~** *************** *** ************

C CAR WASH
WASH WASH
0.00

(N/c:

TPOLS
LABOR:

/0 - 00

C:

0. 0(

**************** ~ ***************•

CUSTOMER STATES CAR HESTATE ON TURNS
TECH 1306 WENT ON A 2 MILE ROADTEST ALL
(N/C)
0.00 OTHER:
0.00
TOTAL LINE D:
****************************************************
E HYUNDAI LOANER VEHICLE PROVIDED TO CUSTOMER. VEHICLE MUST BE RETURNED
WITH SAME FUEL LEVEL AS WHEN VEHICLE WAS RELEASED. CUSTOMER
WILL BE CHARGED $5.00 PER GALLON OF FUEL MISSING AND ROUNDED UP
TO THE NEXT FULL GALLON. CUSTOMER INITIAL
MISC NO LOANER
99IRENW
PARTS:
0.00 LABOR:
0.00 OTHER:
0.00
TOTAL LINE E :
****************************************************
PARTS:

LIMITED WARRANTY: The only warranties applying to the part{s) installed in
accordance w ith this estimate are those that may be offered by the
manufacturer. The seller hereby expressly disclaims all warranties, either
expressed or implied, including any implied warranty of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose, and neither assumes nor authorizes any other
person to assume for it any liability in connection with the sa!e of products or
services sold under the terms of this estimate. Pans and labor are guaranteed
fo r 12 months or 12,000 miles, whichever comes first. Seller does not

A STANDARD CHARGE FOR SUPPLIES ANO MATERIALS IS MADE ON
EACH REPAIR ORDER THE AMOUNT OF THIS CHARGE WILL BE 10%
OF THE TOTAL LABOR. THIS WILL BE SHOWN IN THE LOWER RIGHT
CORNER OF YOUR INVOICE IN THE SPACE PROVIDED . THE MAXIMUM
AMOUNT CHARGED Wlll BE .$35.00 OR CHARGE:S.

~RSITFIAT ION AGRErJIENT: Cu ~lomcu anti the cfe~kr tigt ee: that all
claim,, df~put es: , oJ c.nmro ~ l7i e of t1>:t.rv ktnd or n~Ulrl! ih 3t may arise
bt?twem 1h1;1. E11 Jlo mcrt and dcalc-1 ~ll!tl! d to the ul'ric~ng of tile vehicle
i;.hlill be erm.lc:d by b'indfn~ arbUratla tt in i;~ot'd~n.a.. with the
guarantee the work p erfo rmed in accordance with this estimate will correct "Suppl~mentary Procedures For Consumer-Related Disputes" rules of lhe
American Arbicration A!isaciation then in effect, such arbitration shall be
any problem specified on the description of the co mplaint.
held in Florida , and judgement upon reward rendered by the Arbitrat::ir(sl
1
may be entered by any court having j1Jrisdiction thereof .
' Tl'li:s c hltge
t~pr..esc-n~ cos ts and proms to the trnnor r epair ta: ifitY for
ALL PA RTS NEW OR FACTOR~ REBUILT UNLESS
OTHERWISE INDICATED ,
ls.403 718, and $1.50 fee to be collected for each new or remanufactured
CUSTOMER HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF ABOVE MENTIONED
battery sold in the state [s. 403, 7185)
VEHICLE AND RECEIPT OF INVOICE HEREOF.

~~~T~l:~=~h:p$ :~88l~: ~~ ~2~~~e~~of~:· ~a~sh5;;!~~'~(~~1J~ ~~a:a~~

iSIGNEDI

DEALER, GENERAL MANAGER OR AUTHORIZED PERSON

IDATEI

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

-·

.DES6air:>Tio~

0. 0 (

(N/C)
O.OC

:f.OT!llS

SALES TAX

0.00
0.00
0.00
0 . 00
0. 00
0.00
0.00
0 .0 0

PLEASE PAY
THIS AMOUNT

.Q . 00

LABOR AMOUNT
PARTS AMOUNT
GAS, OIL, LUBE
SUBLET AMOUNT
MISC. CHARGES
TOTAL CHARGES
LESS INSURANCE
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AUDIE L. & ECCO W. PRICE

November 14, 2019

Capstone Law APC
Suite 1000
1875 Century Park East
Los Angeles, CA 90067
RE: Vin
Subject: Objection to proposed Hyundai 2016-2017 Tucson Class Action
Settlement
We object to the proposed settlement. As we understand the proposal, it does
not fix the problem, it simply provides repayment of wasted trips for service.
An acceptable proposal would be to fix the problem or buy back the defective
vehicle.
Thanks!
Sincerely,

Audie and Ecco Price
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LETTER OF OBJECTION TO PROPOSED CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
NICHOLAS WYLIE and SHAWNA WYLIE (fka BROWN), individually, and on behalf of a
class of similarly situated individuals v. HYUNDAI MOTOR AMERICA, a California
corporation
No. 8:16-cv-02102- DOC-JCG
Mahfuzur Rahman

Mark Ozzello
Capstone Law APC
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
Los Angeles, California 90067
RE:
2015 HYUNDAI SONATA ECO
VIN:

Dear Legal Counsel:
Acknowledgement

First and foremost, I would like to thank the plaintiff legal counsel for taking in consideration my
objection to this settlement as well as your efforts so far in this litigation. This settlement shall
help all those who have been affected by Hyundai's defective products and your efforts are
appreciated by all.
I request that a copy of this letter is submitted from the plaintiff counsel to Honorable Judge
David 0. Carter, for consideration.
Objection to Settlement

In researching the proposed settlement agreement, I agree with all the proposed reimbursement
for the affected class members. My objection lies with the overall settlement not taking into
consideration future repairs. Hyundai's powertrain warranty is very limited and while many
things would be considered a warrantable repair by other OEM's, Hyundai's Dealers are
instructed to profusely refuse and honor warranty. This is documented by many online forums
and my personal visits with Hyundai Motor America dealerships.
In addition, Hyundai's powertrain warranty is honored only with the original owner and all
subsequent owners do not receive the warranty coverage. In addition, and in my opinion, with
HMA's knowledge of the defects, HMA advised dealers to respond generically to customers
addressing the concern. Not taking care of the defect early on has caused pre-mature wear on the
transmissions as noted by many mechanics. There general response at all dealers have been "this
car drives this way" and ''there is no diagnosis or repair/remedy available".
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#:656
LETTER OF OBJECTION TO PROPOSED CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
NICHOLAS WYLIE and SHAWNA WYLIE (fka BROWN), individually, and on behalf of a
class of similarly situated individuals v. HYUNDAI MOTOR AMERICA, a California
corporation
No. 8:16-cv-02102- DOC-JCG

The statement of my objection applies to the entire class.
Proposed consideration for settlement to objection
Hyundai Motor America (HMA) shall provide an extended warranty to all class vehicle
regarding DCT or TCM related issues and shall extend coverage to all owners regardless
ifthere the original owner. This coverage shall exist for 2 years after the effective date
and HMA shall reimburse all repairs before and after the effective date. For any repairs
completed outside of HMA Dealerships, HMA shall reimburse the class member for cost
incurred. The warranty coverage shall apply to all class members regardless of the miles
incurred on the class vehicle.

Fairness Hearing
It is my intent to be present in person at the fairness hearing scheduled on March 2°d, 2020.

Sincerely,

~'-L. .f- -f - J~=----1;/;;/zo1 J
L

Mahfuzur Rahman

CC:

Mark Ozzello, Capstone Law APC
Tarek H. Zohdy, Capstone Law APC
Cody R. Padgett, Capstone Law APC
Trisha K. Monesi, Capstone Law APC
Honorable Judge David 0. Carter, U.S. District Judge
Ek.wan E. Rhow, Bird, Marella, Boxer, Wolpert, Nessim, Drooks, Lincenberg &
Rhow, P.C.
David I. Hurwitz, Bird, Marella, Boxer, Wolpert, Nessim, Drooks, Lincenberg &
Rhow,P.C.
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Class Counsel
Mark A Ozzello
Tarek H Zohdy
Capstone Law APC
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
California 92658 Los Angeles, California 90067
Defense Counsel
Troy L Isaacson
Norberto J Cisneros
Maddox I Isaacson I Cisneros LLP
11920 Southern Highlands Pkwy, Ste 100
Las Vegas, Nevada 89141
Defense Counsel
Ekwan E Rhow
David I Hurwitz
Bird, Marella, Boxer, Wolpert, Nessim, Drooks, Lincenberg & Rhow, PC
1875 Century Park East, 23rd Fl
Los Angeles, California 90067
Dear Sirs:
I am writing from my home address
,·
)
to object to the proposed settlement in Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8: 16-cv02102-DOC-JCG. My name is Jeffrey M. Reutter, Ph.D., phone number
I purchased a 2017 Hyundai Tucson (LTD, AWD, Auto) on 11/11/16 from Dennis
Hyundai of Easton, 2900 Morse Road, Columbus, Ohio 43231 (phone 614-471-2900).
The VIN# is:
I have been very displeased with the performance of the dual-clutch transmission
(OCT). It is not only a nuisance, it is dangerous-particularly: 1) when trying to make a
left turn in front of on-coming traffic and it doesn't accept the gas, and 2) after driving
some distance and then trying to slowly pull into the garage and it hesitates then lurches
forward as the gas is applied.
My family and I are pleased with Hyundais. Since 1993, we have purchased 3 Sonatas,
3 Elantras, 3 Santa Fes, an Azera, a Tiberon, and the Tucson. While the Tiberon had
some issues, all have been good-running vehicles, except the Tucson, and even the
Tucson is a good running car except for the OCT issue, and Hyundai should be
ashamed of not correcting that problem. Their supposed software correction provided
little to no improvement.
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I would like to trade this vehicle in and receive additional compensation for the value of
the trade in. That option appears to be part of the proposed settlement, but it requires
proof of a service visit related to the OCT issue within the first 20,000 miles and proof of
2 other service visits related to the OCT issue.
I completed my 11th service visit just this morning for an oil change, PCV valve, and tire
rotation. On my first service visit ( 1/25/17), I complained about the lurching and not
accepting gas when applied when I tried to carefully enter my garage. I was told that
there was a recall on that issue with a sofm•are update. My receipt says:
"72HYZ: Customer requests open campaign/recall to be performed
T1B 60C095R1-- Tucson OCT update (16-01-057)
Caused by
T1B 60C095R1-- Tucson OCT"
It indicates that this update was covered by the Warranty. I assume that this would
satisfy the requirement of a OCT related service within the first 20,000 miles.
Since then, on almost every visit I have made some complaint about the lurching issue
and been told that it was a OCT issue and there wa s nothing that could be done
about it. That is exactly what happened again today. Therefore, while I have had 10
service visits since my first one when the OCT recall was performed, and while I have
complained about the OCT issue on almost every visit including today, those complaints
never show up on the written documentation of the service visit showing the other work
that was done. The staff at the dealership simply tells there is nothing that can be done
about the OCT issue and the complaint is not recorded. Therefore, I can 't document 2
additional service visits for the OCT issue, and that is my objection to the requirements
of the proposed settlement. I am probably not the only person with this experience.
I do not intend to appear at the hearing but hope that you can address and explain my
objection to the requirement of 2 additional service visits related to the OCT issue.
Thank you for considering my request.
Sincerely,
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BRIAN ROFFE

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED CLASS ACTION SETTLE MENT
Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG
Class Counsel:

Defense Counsel:

Mark A. Ozzello, Tarek H. Zohdy
Capstone Law APC
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
California 92658 Los Angeles, California 90067
Troy L. Isaacson, Norberto J. Cisneros
Maddox I Isaacson I Cisneros LLP
11920 Southern Highlands Phvy, Ste 100
Las Vegas, Nevada 89141

Defense Counsel:
Ek.wan E. Rhow. David I. Hurwitz
Bird, Marella, Boxer, Wolpert, Nessim, Drooks, Lincenberg & Rhow, PC
1875 Century Park East, 23rd Fl
Los Angeles. California 90067

Vehicle ID:

2016 Hyundai Tucson Limited AWD
VIN:

Dear Sir/Madam:
I am writing to object to the proposed Settlement in the case of 1'Vylie v. Hyundai Molor
America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG for several reasons, and respectfully requesting changes
to the Settlement to address concerns raised below.

Full name:
Brian Roffe
Current Address:
Current Telephone Number:
Model Year:
2016
VIN:
tatemen1. of Obj ection
ff

j

L--

;.

The Court should not approve the proposed settlement for any or all of these reasons and
should direct the above counsel to negotiate a better settlement.
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1.
There does not appear to any imposition of penalties on Hyundai for potential
damages arising from accidents caused by the DCT problem.
To explain the problem from the standpoint of an owner and driver of the vehicle.
depressing the accelerator pedal does not provide reliable and fluid acceleration. Rather. in vie\V
of the DCT, there is a sluggish acceleration, especially from a stopped state. Therefore, in a
common situation when you are waiting to tum left through a gap in oncoming traffic, any driver
of my vehicle always feel that there is a risk that the vehicle will not accelerate sufficiently to
enable the tum through the gap in oncoming traffic (potentially causing an accident). A similar
problem arises when merging at high speed onto highways. Any driver of my vehicle has had to
adjust their driving during the entire time I have had the vehicle, over three and a half years
already.
So, in my opinion, any Hyundai vehicle experiencing this OCT problem is literally "an
accident waiting to happen" and I think Hyundai should be warned severely with attendant
punitive damages if it insists the DCT problem is solvable by software alone and limits its
compensation for this issue by virtue of the Proposed Settlement. The issue will remain with the
affected vehicles as long as the affected vehicles are driven.
2.
provided.

An option for transmission replacement in the Proposed Settlement should be

The issue with the vehicle is not, in my opinion (possessing a Bachelor's Degree in
Aeronautical Engineering and a Master's Degree in Engineering), resolvable or even solvable by
software alone, in spite of attempts to frame the problem as coITectable by software updates. A
transmission on a vehicle is a mechanical component and the problem with the dual-clutch
transmission is likely mechanical.
No software update has cured this sluggish acceleration. On a visit a few months ago to a
Hyundai dealer, there was no further update and the vehicle remains with its sluggish and
umeliable acceleration.
There is no apparent analysis in the Settlement Notice of the specifics of the problem but
I think an investigation is warranted about seeking replacement or the transmissions in the
affected vehicles. An option for Hyundai to cover transmission replacement in the Settlement
Notice would be worthwhile.
3.
I do not want to rely on software with my life and my family member's lives and
therefore would pursue the trade-in option. However, I object to the te1ms and conditions
imposed on the trade-in option.
After purchasing our vehicle (6/6/2016), we complained about the sluggish transmission
at the first service visit about one year later (thinking the vehicle just needed to be worn in). At
this service visit, we were only told a software update was necessary and was installed (on
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4/27/2017, Tucson DCT Update 17-01-024). The problem lessened marginally but was clearly
not resolved. We were then told at subsequent Service Visits for unrelated issues, e.g .. oil
changes, that the driving of the vehicle is nom1al and there is nothing more to do about it.
Both myself and my wifo, the primary driver of the vehicle, always thought that the
sluggish acceleration was just normal for this model vehicle. We have driven numerous vehicle
models in the past (about 75 years of collective driving experience) and recognize that each
vehicle has its own characteristics of acceleration and braking and we just assumed, both before
and after the initial software update, that the acceleration and transmission were normal for the
vehicle.
Having considered that the transmission on the vehicle was, although imperfect, not
defective and thus normal for the vehicle, I was shocked to receive the Notice of Proposed Class
Action Settlement. At that time, I then realized that the acceleration issue \Vas not normal for the
vehicle. As such, l will pursue the trade-in option to rid ourselves of the defective vehicle.
The trade-in option, however, is not acceptable to me for several reasons:
First, it is not clear if the "Proof of at least two Service Visits" simply means any Service
Visit to a Hyundai dealer since l have had the vehicle. As mentioned above, I complained about
the transmission at the first service visit within one year and 20,000 miles, and after the update,
was told that the transmission and acceleration are normal for the vehicle. Hence, my complete
surprise when I received the notification about the class action.
Second, the compensation is partly based on the number of complaints about the DCT
problem. This is not understandable. I fully understand the reduced compensation based on
mileage and years of ownership as this affects value of the vehicle. But the DCT issue should be
deemed to be present in any affected vehicle and any compensation should be made regardless of
the number of complaints. The number of complaints does not alter the problem with the vehicle
and should not reduce its trade-in value. If someone complains 10 times about a vehicle with the
same problem as someone who complains once, the vehicles are equally defective and for tradein purposes, should not result in a variation in compensation. Compensation for Service Visits
should depend obviously on the number of complaints evidenced by Service Visits, but the
number of Service Visits has no bearing on the trade-in value. at least in my opinion.
In our case, we complained initially, the issue was allegedly addressed by at least one
software update and then we simply assmned it was the best that could be done without replacing
the transmission. Hence, no further formal complaints were made, we just asked about any more
updates whenever the vehicle was serviced by the Hyundai dealer. We just assumed the sluggish
acceleration was normal for the vehicle and responded accordingly. i.e., by adjusting our driving
habits.
Since the conditions of ''The Mileage Adjustment will be increased by 5 percentage
points if the Class Member made 3 or more DCT-related Service Visits within the first 20,000
miles of Ownership" and "The Mileage Adjustment will be increased by 5 percentage points if
the Class Member owned the vehicle for at least three (3) years from the date of original retail
delivery and made at least four (4) DCT-related Service Visits to an authorized Hyundai
dealership (documentary proof of the Service Visit and the Purchase Agreement to be provided
with Customer Satisfaction Claim Form), both as of the Effective Date (as that term is defined by
the Settlement Agreement)" involve DCT-related Service Visits, in my opinion, this is
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inappropriate and there should be an increase in the Mileage Adjustment irrespective of the
number of DCT-related Service Visits.
Based on what we were told by the Hyundai dealer at each Service Visit when we orally
raised the issue of the sluggish acceleration and received the reply of that is normal for the
vehicle, we just did not deem it worthwhile to return for "DCT-related Service Visits". I do not
think we should be penalized though for failing to repeatedly complain about a problem that not
only was present in the vehicle since its purchase but is still present in the vehicle, under the
now-mistaken assumption that the vehicle was operating normally, albeit with sluggish
acceleration.
The proposed Claim Form is also ambiguous in that for a trade-in it requires
"Documentary proof of at least 2 Service Visits - Enclose a repair invoice or document showing:
(i) the repair type, (ii) date, (iii) mileage, and (iv) amount paid (e.g., credit card receipt, credit
card statement, or bank statement). - Bill of Sale". The vehicle has had two or more Service
Visits, at least the initial one involved a DCT-related issue, but it is not clear whether documents
for any Service Visit will suffice to entitle us to claim compensation.
The Proposed Settlement also does not address what occurs if provided proof to claim
compensation for a trade-in is not sufficient. Obviously, the possibility of compensation is a
factor when trading-in the vehicle, especially for another Hyundai (hopefully one without a
defect). However, we do not want to take the risk of being denied compensation according to the
formula after the trade-in, without the possibility of appealing any denial of compensation.
My objection applies specifically to me. and also to those that have not repeatedly
complained about the problem in Service Visits, or been infom1ed that the sluggish acceleration
is nom1al for the vehicle. There are probably other vehicle ovv11ers who experienced and
continue to experience the same sluggish acceleration and simply assumed that that is
characteristic for the vehicle, either based on their experience with other vehicles or having been
told as such by dealer personnel. Limiting compensation to such people, including myselt~ for
failing to complain is not justified and the Court should deny the Proposed Settlement if it
includes the number of DCT-related complaints and/or Service Visits as a compensation-limiting
factor for the trade-in option.
I do not intend to appear, in person or by counsel, at the Final Approval Hearing.
In sUillffiary, I object to the Proposed Settlement because:
it appears to limits Hyundai's liability when their liability should not be so limited in
view of the continued problem with the affected vehicles, after and in spite of the alleged
software remedy;
it conditions compensation for trade-in purposes on the number of complaints or Service
Visits without regard to information provided by dealer personnel about the normalcy of
operation of the transmission which caused us to rely on their representations and refrain from
repeatedly complaining about the transmission; and
it does not contain clear advice as to how to claim compensation and address issues of
insufficient documentation or denial of compensation from Hyundai.
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Finally, it is my request that counsel, the Collli and Hyundai consider the foregoing and
restructure the Settlement to address the issues raised.

l r //°!/!

Brian ~

rz/rill~
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November 16, 2019
Nicole Shruhan

2016 Hyundai Veloster

Re: Objection to settlement regarding Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16cv-02102-DOC-J CG.

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to object in the matter of a class action settlement regarding Wylie v.
Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG.
I will not be able to appear in person for my objection, however I intend on having
Capstone Law Firm to represent me. I do not believe believe the offers of benefits or
settlement are fair or reasonable. According to the information I obtained, the following
options are available:
1. Payment in form of a Debit Card Mastercard or Hyundai Dealer Service Card

2. Compensation for past expenses
3. Compensation for Lost Value on Trade-In or Sale
4. Compensation to Troubleshoot, Diagnose or Repair OCT Related Symptoms
I would like to let the Court be aware that I have spoken to Route 44 Hyundai in Raynham
MA where I purchased my 2016 Hyundai Veloster in 2017. The Internet Sales Manager has
contacted me twice back, but I upon calling him back, have not been able to connect

1
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of the best out there. In addition, I have spent money on lights for my vehicle which for
safety reasons, I had no choice but to have installed. The factory lights put in my vehicle
were very dim and unsafe at the time. Although these do not have any relevance to the OCT
issues, my point is that losing this vehicle by trading it in, I would be out of money
significantly due to the value of what I have put in it in comparison to what came with this
base model.

I adore my vehicle, but I have noticed changes in driving on the highway,

especially long distances, and I fear sometimes that I will get into an accident because I do
not have the same power that other vehicles have upon merging, switching lanes, and
coming to abrupt stops at different speeds, causing surging and a "rewing" sound.

I am

objecting to all 4 bullet points, especially bullet #3.
#1-Payment in the form of a debit card or Hyundai Dealer Service Card does not help with
time away from work or requiring another replacement vehicle (rental car) while it is being
serviced which is not mentioned in the proposed offer. There is also no trail on this offer,
meaning Hyundai may not necessarily be trustworthy of this offer, given that they have been
deceiving of the above matter with OCT. Who will oversee this process to ensure consumers
get what they should for this problem?
#2. Compensation for past expenses-What is considered a "past expense?" as there is no
clear way to prove causes of things like automobile accidents that were attributed from this?
Things like insurance deductibles, and payments made to insurance companies. Shouldn't
we all be reimbursed? There are other stakeholders in this case, not just Plaintiffs,
consumers, and Defendants.
I have been involved in 1 motor vehicle accident in which upon attempting to stop, the
vehicle continued to surge forward. This occurred when I had been stopped immediately
before impact, and upon proceeding again at low speeds. had to stop suddenly, at which
point my vehicle surged and appeared confused. I reported that incident with the NHTSA
before knowing of this above referenced case.

2

I also reported it with the MA Attorney
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General's office but was advised it had to go through another agency. In addition, I have
had my car checked out a few times after this incident and before, for areas of concern .
am unable to trade in my car, as I am in my first 2 years of financing with GM Financial.
still owe a substantial amount of money on this car. I worry every time I drive this car, and it
puts the living fear into me. I am driving with the hopes that one day it will not fail to the
point of what happened with the Wylie's.

In addition, this case was seemingly filed on

11/22/2016, just months before I obtained this vehicle through Rt. 44 Hyundai. The timing of
Hyundai trying to get these cars off the lot is very suspicious. Not only that, I was in deep
paying $497 .00 a month for this vehicle, not anywhere near the value now given the
problems I could have in the future. This is especially accurate given the issues I have had
trying to safely get on the highway at low speeds. It is noticeably worsening at 63,000 miles
now. I have noticed a difference in pickup and acceleration which is causing me a safety
issue. I have spoken with Capstone Law since hearing about the above related matter and
have kept in contact with them frequently.
I have been a responsible consumer and vehicle owner and expected that Hyundai would as
well. Bringing it back to them to look at other concerns have not ended well, never mind
possibly trading in my vehicle is not something I am not too trusting to do. In addition, what
makes Hyundai think some owners want another Hyundai after this? This isn't the first
problem they have had recently such as shattering sunroofs, emissions issues, etc. There
was also a safety recall where my trunk latch failed and was causing my trunk to not close or
open. Driving with this issue caused me worry until it got fixed. Hyundai continues the song
and dance of taking advantage and selling something such as OCT problems, knowing that
it can cause significant damage and harm to the consumer. This is no different than any
other business having deceptive practices and not expecting any accountability or significant
resolution given to the consumer who at the end of the day risks losing more than them.
I am losing trust in Hyundai and do not trust them with my vehicle. This is why I have a
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mechanic separate from them who I use for everything. Just with other issues, I have had
them falsify what I needed for maintenance, done wrong work regarding faulty parts on the
inside, and never received any follow up from them on deteriorating paint on the dash and
door panels of my Veloster. This should not happen on a newer vehicle. The workmanship
done on these models were faulty, poor, and mismanaged. For consumers who are unable
to predict what troubles they will have as their vehicle gets older, trading in is not an option,
and for most consumers, we do not have much money to pay for work or checkups to
diagnose problems. Then we have to file forms and chase Hyundai back for the money we
have paid? How is this our problem? This is their problem, and they need to make it right.
#3. Compensation for lost value or sale seems pretty vague. Selling the vehicle to another
owner may not be possible because of the reputation Hyundai has with these vehicles.
Others may not want to buy this car if selling privately. In addition, trading the car back to
Hyundai may result in them getting a good "buck" back but leaving the original owner in the
dust with a lower trade value or a negative loan payoff that is added on to a new car. Buyers
who buy these vehicles used off of the lot may think they got a steal, but they probably won't
know that there were OCT issues without requiring Hyundai to give full disclosure. There
are no guarantees that Hyundai will not present more deceptive practices if we decide to
trade it in.
Hyundai owes the consumer a better solution monetarily and have a social responsibility to
not deceive a consumer who purchases their product with trust. In particular the offer to get
money back for trading in their vehicle is insufficient and again unrealistic.

The more

mileage a car has, the less you will get back on trade in which is unfair. The likelihood of the
vehicle having more difficulty accelerating at higher mileage is expected. Therefore, the
calculations for mileage that is given on the class action settlement and that being based on
how much you get back on trade in is not enough.
In addition, proving issues within the first 20,000 miles is not fair either. Most consumers
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may have waited like me and was not told anything was wrong, without the mechanic or
Hyundai disclosing the issue for proper diagnosis. I was sent away many times because
nobody could replicate the issue. This also connects to the prior trade in argument because
higher mileage means less trade value via the settlement and class action arrangement.
I therefore ask the Court to reconsider the options given to the consumer as part of the
settlement. It needs to be broader and require not reimbursement, but upfront payment by
Hyundai to lower the pinpoints of the the Hyundai owner. In addition, the financial portion is
requested to be reconsidered, and the level of proof that required in regard to issues being
reported within 20,000 miles.

Payoff or equal trade off for another vehicle should be

considered to allow those with higher payoff balances and opportunity to bring the consumer
back to a point before this all started.
In society today, there are way too many corporations getting away with deceptive practices
and providing meaningless judgements through the Court.

There has to be more

accountability and methods to repair the consumers trust, and it will only happen with
significant financial implications and value being placed back to the consumer.
I therefore request the courts reconsideration for all impacted. Thank you.

;~
Nicole Shruhan
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To,
Class Counsel
Mark A Ozzello
Tarek H Zohdy
Capstone Law APC
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1000
California 92658 Los Angeles,
California 90067
December 24, 2019
I TAMAL SIKDER objecting to the settlement in Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102DOC-JCG. My name is Tamal Sikder, current address and phone number as follows:

The model year and VlN of my Class Vehicle as follows:
MODEL & YEAR: HYUNDAI TUCSON, 2017

VIN:
I am objecting to the settlement in Wylie v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG due
to two main reasons: (i) current benefits outlined in the Class Action Lawsuit only applies to Class
Members that already had problems with their Class Vehicles related to dual-clutch transmission and no
benefits are allocated to Class Members that might incur issues with the Class Vehicle in the future
related to dual-clutch transmission, which includes but not limited to Troubleshoot, Diagnostic,
Inspection, Replacement, Repairs, Multiple Visits and/or Loss of Use. (ii) It is now public record that
2017 Hyundai Tucson is a Class Vehicle or have had one or more successful Class Action Lawsuit filed
against it, which will negatively impact its future sale price and/or trade-in-value. Benefits outlined under
current Class Action Lawsuit settlement does not protect Class Members' future inability to sell due to
drop in demand and/or selling less than market competitive price due to reliability issue of the dual-clutch
transmission known to general public (future buyers).
None of the current benefits outlined under proposed Class Action Settlement apply to me as a Class
Member because I did not notice any significant issues defined here as including but not limited to
jerking, shuttering, shaking, failure to shift, stalling, delayed acceleration and/or loss of power; therefore,
did not visit authorized Hyundai dealership due to above mentioned DCT related problems. And all of the
benefits outlined under proposed Class Action Settlement require me as a Class Member to have made at
least two service visits due to DCT related problems. My objection applies to the subset of the Class that
has not yet experienced any DCT related problems or did not experience to a point that warrants making
service visits to authorized Hyundai dealership. This subset of the Class Members will require a peace of
mind that if DCT related problems were to arise in the future that they would be protected including
myself as a Class Member from financial loss--arising from cost associated with maintaining faulty dualclutch-transmission and /or incurring substantial loss when selling or trading in vehicle before 10
years/100,000 miles of ownership due to DCT related problems as far as financial equity is concerned.
I am not intending to appear in person or by counsel at the final Approval Hearing and I give full
permissions to lawyers assigned to represent my objection on my behalf before the court.

t ~ hv.Awv-

~IKDER
CLASS MEMBER
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Gerald White

Re : case 8:16-cv-02102-DOC-JCG

To Whom it may Concern:
I am the original owner of the afore mentioned 2017 Hyundai Tucson and I both object to and want to
be excluded from the settlement. As a loyal Hyundai owner, I own 2 others and have only owned
Hyundai's since 2002, This settlement does not represent me. I have numerous times mentioned to the
service Advisor at Hyundai about the shifting problem. I was told, That's the nature of it, there's nothing
they could do, that's just the way they where. Although there has not been a complete failure of this
vehicle, I am sure there will be one. I am not in the position to replace this vehicle currently so the
settlement offers me no solution. I have never had the intention on keeping it because I know there will
be a failure that I will be stuck with paying for. I believe a more equitable solution to someone like me
would be a Lifetime Powertrain Warranty to give me peace of mind. Feel free to contact me with any
questions.

Sincerely:

Daniel Wiliams,· ·····--,-
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December 25, 2019

From: Daniel Williams
Re: Objection to preliminary Settlement in Wyle v. Hyundai Motor America, No. 8:16-cv-02102
My Car: 2017 Hyundai Tucson VIN#:

To:
Honorable David 0. Carter, U.S. District Judge
U.S. District Court for the Central District of California
411 Fourth Street
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Dear Honorable Judge Carter,
I'm writing to express my objection to the preliminary Settlement in Wyle v. Hyundai Motor
America, No. 8:16-cv-02102. I find this settlement fundamentally unfair and unjust! My
objection applies to the entire Class. As one of the victims of Hyundai's unethical behavior, the
only fair response is the following:
(1) HYUNDAI MANAGEMENT ACTED IN BAD FATH AND SHOULD BE PUNISHED
(2) THE VEHICLES AT ISSUE ARE UNSAFE AND MUST BE RECALLED
(3) HYUNDAI MUST BUY BACK THESE VEHICLES AT THE MARKET PRICE AT THE
TIME OF ORIGINAL SALE, SIMILAR TO THE VOLKSWEAGON CLASS ACTION SUITE.
I invite you to consider the following points:
(1) In regards to acting in bad faith, it is well documented that the Hyundai management team
was fully aware of the DCT technical and safety issues e.g. August, 2016 Technical Service
Bulletin and recalls of 2016 Tucsons. The company used the same DCT system for the 2017
Tucsons and yet NEVER inform me or others about what they knew regarding DCT issues at the
time of sale.
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Daniel Williams,

If I had known about these transmission problems, I would have NEVER bought this car! I feel I
am a victim of their deception!

Hyundai management has not been forthcoming, transparent or ethical in how they have
managed this issue with me and other American consumers!
(2) In regards to safety and the need for a recall, I'm submitting with this letter documentation
showing my four Hyundai service calls, before 20,000 miles, at which time I complained about
my Tucson's DCT problems and explain the numerous instances of near accidents due to DCTrelated failed acceleration. I'm also submitting my two DCT-related complaints filed with the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. (My Tucson now has approximately 40,000
miles.)
Here's the problem. Despite Hyundai's "software fix," my Tucson's DCT transmission
continues to have issues, stalling, power loss, delayed acceleration, causing serious safety risks.
About one week ago, for example, this occurred while driving to Staples in Needham, Ma., as I
attempted to accelerate around a car, losing power and barely missing an oncoming vehicle!
Your Honor, my questions to the Court are the following:
Is there credible evidence provided by an independent team of engineers and analysts that
conclude the systemic design flaws of the DCT transmission at issue can be permanently
fixed, ensuring that future drivers and their families are not in harm's way?
How do we know for sure that these issues will not appear with the Tucsons in question
when they have 80,000 miles, or 120,000 miles or 200,000 miles on them?
How could I or anyone with a conscious and moral compass sell this flawed vehicle to
anyone? How could I live with myself knowing that I sold a car, say to a hard-working
young couple with children, that might put them in harm's way?
THE CARS IN THIS CASE ARE POTENTIAL SAFETY HAZZARDS AND MUST
NOT BE ON PUBLIC HIGHWAYS!
(3) Which raises another question regarding the real value of these defective vehicles and the
demand for complete compensation based on original market value.
First, from an ethical standpoint, the only way I could attempt to sell my Tucson is to
fully disclosed the history and DCT issues related this Tucson-unlike Hyundai's
management's approach. What rational person would buy this car, which will continue
to decline in value?
Given the trauma that I and other consumers have gone through, Hyundai's proposed
compensation formula is fundamentally unfair and unjust!
The only fair compensation is for the Court to demand that Hyundai management fully
reimburse the victims in this case, based on what they originally paid for the car at time
of sale. I am requesting $33,915.88, my original purchase, which does not include
interest rate fees on my car loan. Hyundai can keep the car.

,- -'-
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Daniel Williams,

Your Honor, I sincerely ask that the Court does not enable this type of unethical and
dysfunctional management behavior, which ultimately will not help Hyundai achieve sustainable
growth and lasting credibility in the community. I ask that you send a message to Hyundai's
senior management team and the industry that Hyundai must step up and take ownership and
responsibility for this issue.
This is the only way to make the hard-working victims in this case whole and complete.
Thank you for your listening and consideration.

Daniel Williams
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September 6, 2017 NHTSA ID NUMBER: 11021771

Components: P.OWER TRAIN
NHTSA ID Number: 11021771
Incident Date September 4, 2017
Consumer Location WELLFLE ~
Vehicle Identification Number - Summary of Complaint
CRASHNo
FIRENo
INJURIESO
DEATHSO

SINCE I BOUGHT THIS 2017 HYUNDAI TUCSON IN OCT, 2016, l'VE HAD ONGOING PROBLEMS WITH THE DCT
TRANSMISSION, EVEN AFTER HYUNDAI INSTALLED THEIR "SOFTWARE UPDATE." l'VE VISITED THE DEALER
TWICE TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM, AND PLAN ANOTHER VISIT THIS FRIDAY. HOWEVER, THE LAST SERVICE
REP I SPOKE TO SAID, IF l'M "STILL HAVING THESE PROBLEMS AFTER THE SOFTWARE UPDATE, THERE'S
REALLY NOTHING ELSE WE CAN DO AT THE DEALERSHIP."
THIS ONGOING TRANSMISSION PROBLEM IS A SERIOUS SAFETY ISSUE! THIS WEEK, FOR EXAMPLE, THERE
HAVE BEEN TWO INSTANCES WHERE I ALMOST HAD AN ACCIDENT DUE TO THE TRANSMISSION FAILING TO
SHIFT AND STALLING , CAUSING DELAYED ACCELERATION. (THE CURRENT MILAGE ON CAR IS 12,559.)
ON MONDAY OF THIS WEEK, SEPTEMBER 4, THE CAR SAT IN DRIVEWAY UNTILABOUT3:42PM. (!TWAS 74
DEGREES OUT AND HUMID DAY.) I PULL OUT OF DRIVE WAY AND THE CAR JERKS AS I ACCELERATE. I DROVE
TO INTERSECTION OF OLD WHARF RD. AND RT. 6 ON CAPE COD. RT.6 IS A VERY BUSY HIGHWAY,
ESPECIALLY ON LABOR DAY. I PULL OUT OF INTERSECTION TO TAKE A LEFT, AND THE CAR TRANSMISSION
SUDDENLY FAILS TO SHIFT CAUSING ME TO LOSE SIGNIFICANT SPEED. I BARELY GET OUT IN TIME AS A CAR
COMES UP ON ME FROM BEHIND AND ALMOST HITS ME!! I COULD HAVE HAD A SERIOUS ACCIDENT!
SIMILARLY,
YESTERDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, THE CAR HAS NOT BEEN DRIVEN ALL DAY, THE CAR JERKS AGAIN AS I LEAVE
MY DRIVE WAY AND AS I STOP AND TURN ONTO OLD WHARF RD. I GO TO A LOCAL STORE ON RT. 6 HIGHWAY
ABOUT 1 MILE AWAY. AS l'M LEAVING STORE, I ACCELERATE FAST GET GET ON HIGHWAY. THERE IS A CAR
COMING. MY CAR SUDDENLY LOSES POWER AGAIN DUE TO FAILURE TO SHIFT AND I AM ALMOST HIT BY THE
CAR AS I GET ON THE HIGHWAY! I DO NOT FEEL SAFE IN THIS VEHICLE!! HYUNDAI'S ATTEMPTS TO FIX THIS
DCTTRANSMISSION PROBLEM IS NOT WORKING! SOMETHING HAS TO BE DONE ABOUT IT SOON BEFORE
INDIVIDUALS OR FAMILIES GET SERIOUSLY INJURED!
1 Associated Product
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Complaint Number: 11024689
Vehicle Identification Number· · · · · · · ·
Your Vehicle's Make Model and Model Year: HYUNDAI TUCSON 2017
Note: Your VIN , make, model, and year are all protected under the Privacy Act.
What part of your car was affected? Power Train
What happened?
This is the second filing of a complaint related to ongoing problems with Hyundai Tucson DCT transmission. I have now returned to the dealer three times to fix this problem
and it continues. Yesterday, September 19, at approximately 5:25pm, in Wellfleet, Ma., I was turning out from a store along Rt. 6, and my car suddenly began jerking, causing
me to lose speed . It was raining with a lot of traffic. I almost had an accident as a car was coming down Rt. 6! I do not feel safe in this car. The attempts by Hyundai to address
this DCT transmission issue with "software updates" are not working! Please do something about it! Thank you.
When did this happen? 09/19/2017
Was there a Crash? No
Was there a Fire? No
Was there an injury or fatality? No
How fast were you going? (in mph) 15
About how many miles were on your vehicle at the time of the incident? 13463
First Name: Daniel
Last Name: Williams

1:·······

Email:· · · · · · · · ·

Address
Address 2:
City : -

State :· · · · ·
ZIP Code: Phone: • • • • llExt. :
Alt. Phone:

1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE, West Building Washington DC 20590 USA 1.888.327.4236 TTY 1.800.424.9153
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CELL:
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WHITE

17

DEL. DP. Tl;--

SERVICE ADVISOR:
~

11192 PAULO JOA UIM
LIGENSE.:· . :: . ·-.MJ~-EAGE'.:_IN· /Q~ ...' .. - TAG·,

. VIN

D

HYUNDAI TUCSON
-WARR-. r;xi>.

PR.OD - DATE'.

14937 14940
PONO.

·Pff0MISED

120.00

0 8:54 180CT17 09:15 180CT17
LINE OPCODE TECH TYPE HOURS
A CUSTOMER STJS.:.":t"ES· . HEST!TtON WH~N DRIV;[NG
INFO SERVICE MANAGER ROAD TESTED VEHICLE FOR 3
~
M1,LES. · $C~ff COMPuTER .FOR' A.NY DIAGNOSTIC
TROUBLE CODES. TRANSMISSION OPERATING AS
F~CTORY

DESIGN

99ISHOP

0~

00

LABO,R :·

CASH

LIST

051

INV. DATE

FAYMENl'-

17:00 180CT17
OPTIONS:
ENG: 1 . 6 Liter

01JAN17 D

PARTS:

508-957-7192

180CT17

NET

TOTAL

.

o.do .

(N/C)
TOTAL :r.,~~ A: ·

Q.00

OTHER:

(J.

0-0

****************************************************

'THANK Ydu FOR YOUR P~'.I'R;o~GJ?..,· WE STRIVE TO
BE THE BEST. ALL REPAIRS HAVE A 24 MONTH /
24, 000 MILE W~Y · (WHICil~VlilR COMES FIRST
EXCLUDING USED PARTS)AGAINST DEFECTS IN PARTS
OR LABO~. JF YOU •GET A .$~VEY ~'ROM H1uJIDAI
AND ARE UNABLE TO ANSWER ALL lO'S PLEASE CALL
~ON .ROBERTSON AT 5-.0~-Q57-'-'ii70 ~ >•·
.

.

~

.
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.·
ON BEHALF OF SERVICING DEALER. I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREON IS ACCURATE UNLESS OTHERWISE
SHOWN. SERVICES DESCRIBED WERE PERFORMED AT NO CHARGE TO
OWNER. THERE WAS NO INDICATION FROM THE APPEARANCE OF THE
VEHICLE OR OTHERWISE, THAT ANY PART REPAIRED OR REPLACED
UNDER THIS CLAIM HAD BEEN CONNECTED IN ANY WAY WITH ANY
ACCIDENT, NEGLIGENCE OR MISUSE. RECORDS SUPPORTING THIS
CLAIM ARE AVAILABLE FOR l1l YEAR FROM THE DATE OF PAYMENT
NOTIFICATION AT THE SERVICING DEALER FOR INSPECTION BY
MANUFACTURER ' S REPRESENTATIVE.

(SIGN EDI

C~tri(fti1

,..
'

DEAi.EA , GENERAi. MANAGER OR AUTHORIZED PERSON

2\DJ ADP. Inc. Sf!RVICf INVOICE 12 XSl2C

(DATE!

STA TEMENT OF DISCLAIMER
The facto1v warranty constitutes all
t;if the walfallties with respect to
the sale of this itam\items. The
Sellar hereby expressly disclaims all
warranties either express or
implied, including any Implied
warranty

of

merchantability

or

fitness for a particular purpose.
Seller
neither
assumes
nor
to
avlhorlzes any othar
assume for 11 any ,i::~ in

..J· :
;

.. oestmPnO:~

PARTS AMOUNT
GAS, OIL. LUBE
SUBLET AMOUNT
MISC. CHARGES
TOTAL CHARGES

connection with the sala uT this
itEm /i1:e ms:.

LESS INSURANCE

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

PLEASE PAV
THIS AMOUNT

CUSTOMER. COPY

. :r=,

LABOR AMOUNT

SALES TAX

.
'

~.

.. ..

l'OT~LS ~. _

0.00
0.00
0.00
0 .00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(978) 534-9999
1-888-992-6668

INVOICE DATE

TAGf'IO,

AOVLSOR

CUSTOMER NO

212

JOHN
LABOR RATE

MILEAGE

630

09 08 17
COLOR

12 725 WHITE

DANIEL W WILLIAMS

DEUVERV DATE

INVOICE NO.

HYCS193383
STOCK NO,

525491

DELIVERY MILES

10 27 16

SELLING DEALER NO

97
PRODUCTION DATE

36787

A, 0 . DATE

09 08 17
BUSINESS PHONE

COMMEITTS

E# G4FJGU590287

MO: 1272

JOB# 1 CHARGES- · · · -· -- --· · -· · · · -- · · · · -· -· · · · · · · - ----- · -----· --- · -- ----- -- --- -- · -- -· · ---- --- ---·
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J# 1 lOHYZ
.

JOB#

A

1

0

llUVEABILtTY• ./ ·- .tnUTS:
<>TECH!S.).i·lii2<
. '.:><.;
CUSTOMER STATES HE IS STI LL HAVING ISSUES Willi TliE
TRANSMISSION. BUCKS AND LAGS AT TAKE OFF FROM STOP AND
SCANNED WITH GOS . NO CODES PR£SENT. SEARCHED Fm AVAILABLE
UPDATES. THU AHO ECU HAVE UP TO DATE ROH IO INSTALLED.
FOUND CLUSTER NOT UP TO DATE.
UPDATED CLUSTER TO MOST CURRENT VERSION. CLEARED CODES
ANO RESET ADAPTIVE VALUES.

·

;

: ••

~·

4NttRNAL

TOTALS· · ·····-···· - · · ··-----------···-·-·····-·-·· · -·-··-··--··-· ·

JOO# 1 .xlURHAl PREFIX HYCS :ml 1 TOTAL
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************************************************
*
*
* [ ] CASH
[ ] CHECK CK NO . [
*
*
*
* [ ] VISA [ ] MASTERCARD [ ] DISCOVER *
*
*
* [ ] AMER XPRESS
[ l OTHER
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*

******************'******************************
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-.TOTAL
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SUBLET .• .
G.0.G ....
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MISC DISC
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[ END OF INVOICE ]
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JOf#t 1 CHARGES- - - - - • - - - · • - - - • • - · - - - - - - • • - - - -- · - - •• - - - - • , - - ••• - - • - - - - • • • - • - - • - - ••• - - - - - - - ••• - - • -

~~r WHYltHU~O::/ ·:·:. 0H.Hil:ii1Fc~~~t. /~iiNits ~'. ~- -~·'.: 3o~ rreii'ts)::}27J:7:;, ~".7': ~·:·~-~:-~?}V
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CUSTOMER REQUEST'S OIL AND f'lLTER Cl-lANGE
CHECK ALL FLUJDS AND TOP OFF IF NEEDED
PERFORM Oll AND FILTER CHANG£. PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE.
OIL AND FlLTER HAVE BEEN Cl-lANGED. ALL FLUIDS TOPPED OFF,
TIRE CONDITION CHECKED ANO PRESURES ADJUSTED AS NECESSARY

/jy; ' : j5~·25: ~

PARTS·-- ---QTY··-FP-NUMBER---"-···-------DESCRIPTION··---·---··----··--·UNIT PRICE1
26300-35504
FILTER ASSY-ENGIN
6.92
1
21513-23001
GASKET-ENGINE OIL
1.03
TOTAL • PARTS
G.0.G. &SUPPLIES----··-------··-------··------ -" ···-- ----· ··--·----···-----····--1.0 5W/20 OIL BULK
@
13.750 /UNIT
TOTAL • GOG

JOB# 1 TOTALS·· - - - • - - - • • - - - -- - • • • - - - - - - • • • • - - • - - • • • • - - - - · - - • • - - - - - - - ••• - LABOR
PARTS

G.0.G.

.'JOOll 1 JOURNAL PREFIX HYOS JOB# 1 TOTAL

6.92

1.03
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13.75
15.25
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13.75

36. 95
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DANIEL W WILLIAMS
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BUSI El!S Pf<QllE
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FIRST FREE Oil CHANGE
Oil AND FILTER HAVE SEEN CHANGED, ALL FWIDS TOPPED OFF

!

TIRE PRESSURES CHECKED AND PRESSURES ADJUSTED AS NECESSARY
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